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The Internet of Things (IoT) extends traditional cyber-physical systems by linking 

sensor-based edge devices to additional network-accessible services and resources. In most 

current IoT deployments, sensor data is streamed from edge devices to servers for storage and 

analysis.  Analytical pipelines translate this raw sensor data into actionable information in real-

time. Higher sensor densities lead to increased data volumes at higher frequencies, which 

increases the utilization rate of the overall system. This can lead to an increase in unacceptable 

response latencies for IoT analytical systems. 

In this paper, we compare the impact of alternative stream processing topologies for 

ingesting and analyzing IoT sensor data in real-time.  We use real building sensor data from a 

commercial, LEED certified smart building on the University of Washington campus with our 

real-time IoT platform Namatad.  We first characterize and analyze the latency impact of how 



 
 

the data streams are ingested and routed to analytical pipelines that predict occupancy at different 

levels of granularity.  We then develop a queuing-theoretic analytical performance model for 

each of the four IoT streaming topologies.  Our results show that as IoT systems continue to 

scale in density, server-side topology is critical to meet real-time requirements for analytical 

pipelines.    
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 

As modern businesses and households transition into the era of Internet of Things (IoT), 

traditional cyberphysical systems (CPSs) are required to become smarter and work together to 

meet requirements and expectations in real-time.  As the need for more information and insights 

become critical for these smart devices to perform real-time functionality and desired behaviors 

with as much accuracy as possible, more sensors are being added to IoT systems.  This provides 

rapid and large volumes of data for computational hubs to process [1].  This is one way of 

providing deeper and more precise information to be inferred, as well as more accurate predictions 

that can be processed.  However, increasing the size of these wireless sensors networks (WSNs) 

used within IoT systems presents a challenge.  While these computational hubs are now being 

heavily congested with an influx of data arriving at higher frequencies, this introduces added 

latencies to these IoT systems.  While higher accuracy may be achieved, this can potentially 

jeopardize the state of real-time [2].   

One naive approach to manage these large volumes of data, would be to simply add more 

computational hubs or buy state of the art hubs that can handle larger volumes of data.  For 

businesses, the ability to upgrade existing computational hubs, choose best locations to add 

additional sensors and hubs, or the ability to add additional hubs in general is constrained to 

building blueprints that must meet safety compliance and cost of buying or upgrading hardware. 

For homes, cost of hardware and maintenance constrains these options.  However, in both cases, 

the ability to manage real-time results is still a requirement, despite these constraints.  This naive 

approach would increase accuracy and minimize latency, yielding real-time precise computations, 
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with no regard to cost, which is always a factor that businesses and homeowners try to minimize.  

A practical approach would involve increasing quality of service (QoS) metrics, while using the 

existing infrastructure.  This approach focuses more on data stream management and controlling 

the flow of data prior to computation to minimize latency and maximize accuracy, which presents 

a challenge in real-time analytics. 

This research presents a three-fold approach to address these challenges.  Because we want 

our system to minimize latency to preserve real-time, we have extended our existing Namatad 

system [3] to provide more flexibility to achieve this.  We will continue to ingest sensor data into 

our system.  Our work introduces a variation into the concept of a software defined network (SDN), 

that allows our sensor data the flexibility of being routed to multiple software topologies based on 

the defined granularity at which the sensor values are being aggregated by [10].  After the 

additional topologies have been designed, queueing theory based performance models will be built 

to analytically characterize and quantify performance measurements, such as latency and 

utilization rates, based on the arrival rates at which sensor values are arriving [7].  The 

aforementioned software streaming topologies will be implemented and integrated into our 

existing Namatad system, empirically measured, and validated against the analytical model.  

1.1 Motivation 

As the need for more data is required for more precise real-time predictions, being able to 

ingest data and make real-time predictions while minimizing latency becomes a challenge.  Real-

time use of IoT data has high temporal value.  Real time predictions require data to be sent and 

serviced in real-time.  Failure to service data in real time could prove to be costly and even fatal 

in some cases. 
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Consider the case of a person trapped in a burning building.  We need sensor data to be 

transmitted to the computational hubs to provide positioning on both the firefighter and the victim 

in real-time.  The slightest latency in real-time predictions could prevent the firefighter from 

finding the victim, which can be fatal and in extreme cases, result in death.  Now consider industrial 

buildings that have an unexplained spike in energy consumption.  Such spikes will affect the 

average energy consumption (as energy is measured in kilowatt-hour units, or kWh) of the entire 

building, which that company will be charged for.  For smaller buildings, this may not be 

problematic.  For larger buildings, where energy consumption is typically used more in certain 

areas than others, this could serve to be very problematic when most rooms consume well under 

the average.  That unexplained spike in consumption that occurred in a particular room could throw 

off the average for the entire building, which the business will be held accountable for.  Real-time 

predictions could identify the spike and neutralize it before it presents a problem using control 

automation systems, saving the business thousands on energy consumption.  

Currently, most systems use IoT generated data that is persisted in storage and analyzed 

later.  These results and predictions are not representative of real-time.  For IoT systems that are 

using real-time analytics, there is little work to show how close these results are to real-time.  We 

expect network latencies caused from distributed systems to have an impact on response time and 

we can do as much hardware configuration possible to minimize network latency in that aspect.  

However, other factors that we are able to control can negatively impact response time.  By 

characterizing the performance in the way we set up and route our data, we can build models that 

compare the response time of jobs in a system, which can provide insight to how close we are to 

meet real-time requirements. 
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We have previously coordinated with the Facilities Department at the University of 

Washington to gain access to the data collected by building sensors in a LEED certified building 

that was recently renovated.  Using that data, we provided analytical techniques to provide insights 

beyond measured data.  We routed those data streams through our real-time IoT system to predict 

occupancy with accuracy at greater than 95% when routing the data according to the room it came 

from [3].  Having a system that can ingest data and make predictions, our next step is to 

characterize the performance of our system.    

1.2 Goals 
 

The end goal for our Namatad system is to provide complete and multifunctional IoT 

streaming platform capable of making real-time computations under various use cases.  This 

research focuses on how to enable real-time analytics on diverse sets of sensor data using analytical 

pipelines.  As individual sensor data is ingested into a streaming platform, further insight on how 

to set up and configure the way the data is routed to enable real-time computations for control 

systems with minimal latency is desired. While our system still allows for persisted storage and 

offline modeling, what sets our system apart from other state of the art systems is the ability of our 

Namatad system to immediately handle the computation of data streams directly in real-time, by 

sending our sensor data straight into online models for prediction.  This gives our system the 

capability to adapt to various granularities and minimize latency by having multiple built in 

software streaming topologies that we can route our data to.  In order to achieve this, our paper 

must achieve the following goals: 

 Analyze the performance of a real-time IoT analytics platform 

 Identify alternative streaming topologies for IoT server platforms 
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 Develop analytical performance models for IoT server processing topologies 

1.3 Contributions 
 

Our contributions to improving QoS via data management in the field of IoT are as follows 

and serve as an outline for our paper: 

 Determined alternative sensor routing paths to optimize real-time analytics and minimize 

response time by designing multiple software topology paths that data can be routed to 

based on the use case.   

 Built a queueing theory based analytical performance model as a tool to provide insight on 

how to characterize the performance measurements for real-time IoT prediction systems 

using diverse sensors at various utilization rates. 

 Implemented a real system that used real sensor data to empirically measure validate our 

analytical performance model.   
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Chapter 2 Related Works 
 

The main components of this research are the abilities to stream sensor data and perform 

real-time computations using online models while minimizing latency, define alternative sensor 

streaming topologies for ingested data, and the ability to build analytical performance models for 

IoT server processing topologies.  We have studied current state of the art systems, topology 

control, real-time streaming with both cloud and edge computing, and queueing theory.  The 

following provide related works to identify similar work that has been done and work that has yet 

to be achieved that our research aims to target. 

 

2.1 State of the Art Systems 
 

As the need for extracting larger amounts of data continues to drive businesses and 

research, IoT systems will continue to evolve. This has motivated a considerable amount of 

previous work involved with leveraging IoT systems influenced by sensor driven architectures 

[11] [12] [13] [14] [15].  Computing data streams from a relational database has been highly 

influenced by Michael Stonebraker.   Hoppe and Grys published a survey on one of Stonebraker's 

more notable works, using StreamBase [4] [16].  While Stonebrakers work noted performance 

increases in stream computing over a traditional RDBMS, real-time computations were not yet 

attainable.  Motivated by Stonebraker and the emergence of IoT, our Namatad system is designed 

to handle real-time analytics and computations by allowing computations to occur over an online 

model as soon as sensors ingest data to the topic queues. 
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2.2 Real-Time Systems with Cloud Computing 
 

Numerous works propose leveraging cloud computing to handle large amounts of IoT 

driven data as a means to manage scalability, accepting the trade-offs of higher latency and 

introducing more security concerns [17] [18] [19] [20].  For example, in [21], Reichherzer and et 

al. conducted a case study in which Arduino boards and Raspberri Pi boards were deployed to 

transmit sensor data into a cloud based infrastructure in examine tradeoffs between security, 

scalability, and efficiency in smart home sensor networks.  The results showed that for wireless 

and wired network setups, scalability and security are concerns, while real-time results are 

obtainable.   

2.3 Real-Time Systems with Edge Computing 
 

In many cases, where terabytes and petabytes of data needs to be processed, cloud 

computing is inevitable.  However, for many local and private systems, edge computing has 

emerged as a more optimal solution [22] [23] [24].  Just as [25] did with their GeeLytics system, 

we shifted the focus from cloud to edge computing over a fog server.  However, our system is 

influenced by flexible software streaming topology management techniques that handle highly 

distributed IoT systems and show that not only can real-time results be computed more efficiently 

by edge computing, but overall QoS, including the scalability, security, and latency challenges 

proposed in [21] can also be managed.   We have shown that by choosing a suitable software 

streaming topology to handle the routing of data and data management, it is possible to effectively 

cut down on that systems utilization rates by orders of magnitude providing more scaling potential 

while introducing minimal latency. 
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2.4 Queueing Theory 
 

There have been notable contributions to Queueing theory in the IoT field that have been 

formulated and validated with through experimentation using sensor based infrastructures [5] [26] 

[27] [28] [29].  Many of these works validated their queueing analysis with a theoretical system 

design.  For example, [6] has shown that by using queuing theory, it is possible to optimize QoS 

by knowing what arrival rates can handle specific utilization rates, meeting specific time thresholds 

[6].  Our Namatad system extends this concept by comparing arrival rates against multiple software 

topologies and determines under which software constraints that we can maximize the number of 

data steams computed on at a given utilization rate, further improving QoS.  Zhenfei [30] applied 

queueing theory to a theoretical Passive Optical Networks (PON) architecture driven by Wireless 

Sensor Networks (WSNs) using a single topology to show that decreasing the number of sensors 

per Optical Network Unit (ONU) will allow for an increase in bandwidth distribution amongst the 

end users connected to it.  Analytically, this was validated by testing it against a packet arrival 

rating that yielded 100% throughput.  With most systems, state of the art hardware is required to 

handle computations at 100% throughput, which is highly costly. By applying queueing theory to 

our M/D/c models, our system shows that by choosing the correct software topology you can 

decrease utilization and still maximize the number of streams running through a hub [7] [31] [32] 

[33]. This shows that cost effective hardware can be used to process the same number of jobs that 

state of the art hardware can process at 100% utilization rates, by simply restructuring the software 

streaming topology before computation. 

Knowing that software is available to manage data streams and handle real-time 

computations, our research focuses on choosing the appropriate software streaming topology under 

various use cases.  Much work has been researched on determining effective physical node 
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arrangements in network topologies of ad hoc CPSs [34] [35] [36] [37], as well as Topology 

Control algorithms for how to maintain and manage these nodes [38] [39] [40].  In many use cases, 

freedom of node or sensors arrangements in IoT systems are constrained to building blueprints and 

safety compliance and consequently, real-time analytics constrained to existing sensor 

deployments. Our system provides multiple software streaming topological granularities with 

analytical comparisons using existing sensors that improve QoS telemetries.   
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Chapter 3 System Architecture 
 

Many IoT server systems are composed of one or more web servers used to ingest sensor 

data streams and store them in long-term storage. This stored data is then analyzed using various 

tools as well as visually displayed for further evaluation by analysts. However, given the temporal 

utility of many IoT sensors, we really need the capability to analyze these data streams in real time.  

Motivated by the Big Data movement, there are many open source frameworks available 

for processing large data sets, including Apache projects Hadoop, Spark, and Flink. There are also 

projects such as Apache Kafka [41] that provide persistent message broker functionality and 

Apache Nifi [42] that enable data streams to be routed through various computational and storage 

steps. Because our goal is to dynamically model and manage real-time data streams for diverse 

sensor deployments, we leveraged these existing projects, that each provide a subset of the 

functionality needed, to create a new end-to-end streaming system for IoT we call Namatad.  

In many IoT deployments, sensor data is transmitted to a back-end server environment for 

storage and analysis using the lightweight MQTT protocol [43] [44].  

 

Figure 3.1 Namatad System Architecture 
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IoT gateways or hubs are then used to aggregate sensor data sent via MQTT and forward to Cloud-

based server environments. Sensors can also be configured to send data values directly to Cloud-

based servers for collection, reporting via dashboards, and historical analysis. In this work, we 

leverage simple, lightweight JSON-based schemas, including Apache Avro, to send sensor data 

between edge devices and our streaming server platform [45]. 

As shown in figure 3.1, we ingest all sensor data through the Kafka message broker. Kafka 

manages data in queues, referred to as topics, which we used to aggregate sensor data by room. 

The sensor devices were configured to send readings, each with a time stamp, to the Kafka room 

topic within which the sensor was located. For example, for the sensors in Room CP106, we routed 

all sensor data to the Kafka topic CP106.  To enable a hierarchical view of the state of each building 

(with state viewable by room, floor, and the entire building), we also created additional Kafka 

topics to aggregate the room-level sensor data by floor. Similarly, we aggregated all floor-based 

sensor data into a building based topic that captured the state of all sensors for the building. While 

this does replicate the sensor data that is sent to Kafka, it does not change how the IoT end point 

devices transmit data. Moreover, it provides a simple way to couple analytical models at multiple 

levels of granularity in real time without having to filter very large data streams multiple times 

merely to gain insight into a particular floor or room. Once the sensor values are received within a 

Kafka topic they are persisted to storage for later retrieval.  

After the sensor data is stored in the appropriate queue within Kafka, each data stream then 

undergoes additional filtering. For some sensor readings, this involves normalizing values, 

aggregation, or transformation of format for consumption by subsequent computational steps.  

Once a sensor reading within a data stream has been filtered, normalized, and aggregated, this data 
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serves as input to our machine learning model.  While there are many languages that provide 

machine learning modeling, Python was implemented for this research [3]. 

Since the focus of this research is to characterize performance and minimize latency, the 

following sections breakdown the different components to our system architecture and provide 

more elaborate detail on how they impact to overall response time of the sensor values as they are 

added to and serviced in our Namatad system.  Understanding the individual components to our 

system was critical in performance testing to analyze raw data that was transmitted from the 

sensors to observe empirically, what contributed to waiting times and aggregation times, which 

will be explained in the following subsections. 

 

3.1 Sensor 
 

Smart sensors are the driving force behind IoT systems, as they allow smart devices the 

ability to connect to the Internet to collect and exchange data [9].  Devices whose functionality are 

dependent upon and systems that model predictions based on the accuracy of sensors, rely on 

sensors to make sense of what is happening in the real world to perform expected behaviors and 

functionality.  As a result, it is imperative that sensors are strategically deployed in such a way that 

values are accurate and are placed near hubs in a way to minimize the network latencies involved 

with the transmission of the data.  However, in many cases, the placement of the sensors and hubs 

are constrained by building blueprints and safety compliance. Given the predetermined placement 

of these sensors, we have to determine the most effective way to transmit the data and perform 

computations.  

The building we collected our sensor data from, Cherry Parks, is a mixed use building 

consisting of administrative offices, classrooms, faculty offices, and engineering laboratories.  This 
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takes into account a multitude of external influences, such as the density and sparsity of classroom 

sizes relative to the number of people occupying the room at a given time, as well as the 

deployment topology of the environmental sensors.  Each room in the Cherry Parks building is 

instrumented with the four environmental sensors, including, 1) room temperature(RT) sensors 

(Model 540-660B), 2) CO2 sensors (QPM2100), 3) HVAC supply air volume (AV, in cubic 

feet/minute or CFM) sensors, and 4) HVAC supply air temperature(AT) sensors.  The CO2 sensors 

were mounted on the return air ducts, while the temperature sensors were placed near the entry 

door [3].  Transmitted packet data is written to a message broker, containing timestamped sensor 

values.  The reading of a single sensor data value will follow a [YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS, sensor 

value] schema.  For example, the data value for CP-103-CO2 will be represented as [2016-01-05 

12:45:00, 368.67]. 

3.2 Transaction 
 

Because we have designed our experiment to ensure the model receives all four sensor 

values from a room before making a prediction, we define a single transaction time as T(x), where 

T is the transaction at real world time x, as the aggregated tuple for all four sensors values for a 

room (CO2, AV, RT, AT) ready to be pulled by the model, as shown in the figure 3.2.   

As figure 3.2 shows, sensor data values are pushed into Kafka, where the consumer pulls 

using a bijective mapping.  Once all four sensor values for a room at a given real world time x, are 

retrieved by the consumers, they are then combined as one transaction tuple and written to Ignite, 

where the model pulls from and uses to make predictions.  The process of forming a transaction 

forms during the consumer phase.  The log parsing values for the timestamps of a transaction can 
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be seen to the right of the transaction architecture flow chart in figure 3.2, contain the following 

schema: 

[sensor name, producer start time, producer end time, consumer start time, consumer end 

time, model start time, model end time] 

 

Figure 3.2 Namatad Transaction Architecture 

The schema for a completed key-value transaction tuple is represented as: 

[(Real World Time Stamp, Room), (AT value, AV value, Co2 value, RT value)] 

and by adding sample values, it will look as follows:  

[(12:45:00, CP-103), (72, 12, 401.92, 74] 

The time it takes to service a transaction is dependent on three components; the aggregation 

time, the time it takes to write to Ignite, and the time it takes to predict.  Because we are predicting 

occupancy at room level granularity, a transaction tuple must have all four sensor values for a 
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room at a given timestamp before it can be used to prediction.  Because our system contains 

asynchronous data, aggregation is dependent on the time the sensor values arrive.  The wait time 

is impacted by the arrival time and ultimately, the response time is a function of the order in which 

the sensors arrive.  Figure 3.3 shows an example of how the aggregation time is effected if the 

sensor values arrive in order: 

 

Figure 3.3 In Ordered Sensor Arrival 

Figure 3.3 shows how four sensors values for a room are formed when their values arrive 

relatively in order.  During this five second interval, all of the sensor values arrive within a time 

frame of one second and as a result, the aggregation can form a transaction tuple in one second.    

Figure 3.4 shows a case in which sensor values for a room transaction arrive out of order.  The 

earliest sensor value arrives in 2 seconds and on average, the sensors are arriving in approximately 
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2.5 seconds.  However, because the last sensor value arrives after 5 seconds, the entire transaction 

has to wait five seconds before being written to Ignite. 

 

Figure 3.4 Out of Ordered Sensor Arrivals 

 

3.3 Topology 
 

Traditional network device environments have a control plane and a data plane on each 

device, leading to limited centralization.  As a result, Software Defined Networks (SDNs) have 

been developed to offer more flexibility in providing more options to where data packets can be 

routed [10].  Since we can think of control planes as the learning of these different routes and the 

data plane as the actual forwarding to one of these routes, we can immediately see how choosing 
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the right route, or software streaming topology, will optimize performance and minimize latency.  

Our Namatad system allows for easy creation of ad-hoc topology pipelines to be created that allow 

data packets to be routed to the most efficient queueing system, which we are able to analytically 

validate.  For our experiment, we have designed four different software topologies which our 

Cherry Parks building sensors can be routed to.  

 

Figure 3.5 All Namatad Topologies Diagram 

Figure 3.5 shows that different topologies have different number of topics. For each 

topology the topics are created before the experiments are run.  An example of how topics are 

created is as follows: CP-103-CO2 topic is created for sensors topology, where all sensor values 

from CP-103-CO2 are routed to and a topic is created for each sensor; CP-103 for rooms topology, 

where all sensor values containing CP-103 go into one topic and a topic is created for each room; 

CP-1 for floor topology, where all first floor sensors containing CP-1 go into one topic and a topic 
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is created for each floor; and CP for building topology, where all sensors for the CP building go 

into one topic. 

  Because the model predicts occupancy at room level granularity, there is a specific process 

that each topology must undergo to properly form its respective transaction.  As seen in figure 3.5, 

in the case of the buildings topology, individual sensor data is streamed into Kafka where it gets 

aggregated into one building topic.  Using a bijective mapping, a single consumer pulls the values 

from the buildings topic, where it then segregates the values into their respective transaction tuples 

according to their room and timestamp and is then written to a temporary data file storage system.  

At that point, the model pulls the tuple from Ignite, where it makes its prediction.  In the case of 

the floors topologies, individual sensor data is streamed into Kafka, where it gets aggregated into 

its respective floor topic.  A consumer for each of the two floors pulls the values from its respective 

floor topic, where it then segregates the values into their respective transaction tuples, based on 

room and timestamp and is written to a data file storage system, where the model pulls the tuple 

for prediction.   In the case of the rooms topology, individual sensor data is streamed into Kafka, 

where it gets aggregated into its respective room topic.  As a result, there is no need for aggregation 

or segregation from the consumer side.  A consumer for each of the six rooms pulls the values 

from its respective topic, where it forms transaction tuples, based solely on timestamp and is 

written to a temporary data file storage system, where the model pulls the tuple for prediction.  In 

the case of the sensors topology, individual sensor data gets streamed into Kafka, where it 

immediately gets routed to its proper sensor topic.  As a result, there is no need for the sensors 

topology to aggregate its data after its arrival into the system.  A consumer for each of the 24 

sensor pulls the values from its respective topic, where it then aggregates the values into their 
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respective transaction tuples, based on room and timestamp and is written to a temporary data file 

storage system, where the model pulls the tuple for prediction.   

The number of topics for a topology determine how many threads will be computed, which 

we will represent as a computational server in our queueing model. The number of topics for the 

sensors topology is 24 (4 sensors per room X 6 rooms) and will be represented as M/D/24.  The 

number of topics for the rooms topology is 6 (since 6 rooms in total) and will be represented as 

M/D/6.  The number of topics for the floors topology is 2 (since 2 rooms in total) and will be 

represented as M/D/2.  The buildings topology is 1 (since there is 1 Cherry Parks building) and 

will be represented as M/D/1. 

For this paper, we have primarily focused on studying the effects of various topologies on 

the latency, or the total response time of a job represented as a transaction, of prediction. The 

experiment also highlights how the quality of prediction is affected by the topology. These are 

discussed in detail in the forthcoming sections.  The advantage of using the Namatad platform is 

the ability to quickly create additional computational pipelines for data streams, as well as 

additional models which can be easily deployed and evaluated.  The deployment of these models 

provide the capability to improve building control systems by predicting trends unobservable by 

traditional control systems.  

3.4 Machine Learning 
 

There are many different instruments that can predict occupancy, such as video sensors, 

motion sensors, etc.  that can offer more precise modeling and occupancy predictions.  Since we 

are using existing CO2 sensors provided by the university and do not know how sensitive it is to 

particles, there can assume to be many external factors than can influence irregular particle 
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readings, such as excessive burning of fossil fuels for electricity to power buildings, bringing in 

cigarette smoke, gasoline from cars and motorcycles, etc.  This presents a challenge in choosing a 

“best” algorithm with the given sensors 

From our Namatad paper, we know that in machine learning there are two predominant 

approaches to making inferences, unsupervised and supervised techniques. Unsupervised learning 

techniques are useful when we are trying to discover unknown patterns in a data set or stream. 

While this technique could be useful for uncovering patterns in newly deployed sensors, we did 

not find strong correlations with the installed sensor types using K-means clustering. Supervised 

techniques are useful when we are trying to predict a condition definitively. For example, if we 

know that a room is occupied by 15 people between the hours of 10 a.m. to 11 a.m. we can then 

evaluate the predictions for a given model against this ground truth. This can be challenging as we 

must ensure we have accurate ground truth established. In this paper, we describe our approach 

using supervised learning to predict occupancy [3]. 

Since the focus of this paper is on systems and since choosing a “best” algorithm for 

predicting occupancy using the existing sensors presents a challenge, the multi-class Random 

Forrest algorithm was chosen as the classifier.  The Random Forest algorithm is a very common 

and powerful machine learning ensemble method that has been successfully used across many 

domains for classification.  Random Forest is a tree-based machine learning algorithm that uses 

bagging to build an ensemble of decision trees to make predictions.  We are using 

multidimensional data sets in which the Random Forest algorithm is good at accounting for 

variable dependencies, being capable of averaging out biases from multiple features.  We are using 

supervised learning, where we have obtained class sheets that give the number of students in the 
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class, which we have tested against our prediction results to allow us to predict occupancy as high 

as 95% and as low as 71%.   
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Chapter 4 Emulation Experimental Results Extended 
 

To better understand how this research is designed to characterize the performance impact 

topology has on response time, it is important to extend the results in our initial paper.  While our 

initial work showed that we were successfully able to design an end to end system capable of 

streaming data and making predictions using an online model, the focus at that stage was not to 

characterize the performance impacts due to topology.  For our initial work, our Namatad System 

only ran on a single rooms topology.  It was from the success of our initial work that we wanted 

to see how speed and accuracy would work under different topologies to determine if the rooms 

topology was the most efficient to use.  If we are able to analytically characterize the impact that 

topology has on response time for our system, then we will be able to analytically validate all IoT 

systems by tailoring the topology to the use case. 

4.1 Sensor Readings 
 

The initial step for this research was to identify how we could leverage machine learning 

techniques with our streaming platform to predict occupancy using only the existing building 

sensors in the Cherry Parks building.  Upon collaborating with the Facilities Management 

Department, we were able to obtain access to the data for this work.  We found that the sensors 

were read in five minute intervals with data collected and stored.  While the temperature sensor 

provided direct input to the HVAC systems within the building for environmental control, the other 

sensors did not directly feed into other control systems except when dealing with maintenance 

issues. 

We initially used sensors readings from a period of three weeks during the month of May 

in 2016.  We also collected occupancy of each of the rooms we use in this study via physical 
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observation.  Figure 4.1 shows the plot of sensor readings, values, and changes over a one-week 

period for one of the rooms (CP-103), which is used as a classroom as well as a general meeting 

room.  The x-axis shows hours during the week and the y-axis shows the sensor values for 

normalized to the maximum value observed for the week. We observe the values change over time 

throughout the day depending on use. However, there is a significant difference in variance 

between the readings. As expected, temperature 

 

Figure 4.1 CP-103 Sensor Value Readings Over One-Week Period 

remains nearly constant as it constitutes the set point the HVAC systems are set up to track and 

maintain. Consequently, despite the intuitive correlation between occupants and temperature, in 

isolation, temperature is a poor indicator of occupancy. We observe that incoming, HVAC-

supplied air temperature is caused by ambient room temperature and there is significant variance 

in the supply air volume. However, it is unclear whether the changes in air volume are directly 

correlated to occupancy. For example, if room temperature increases and the HVAC system 

activates to reduce room temperature to the set point, the increase in air volume might be attributed 
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to an increase in occupancy. However, if the temperature decreases in the room and the air volume 

increases to raise the temperature, the increase in air volume could simply be due to building heat 

loss during a seasonal cold period. Consequently, in isolation air volume could be poor indicator 

of occupancy. CO2 does exhibit variance that can be attributed to occupancy. As occupancy 

increases, the CO2 levels increase. In many cases, the CO2 level increases more rapidly than 

temperature. Although CO2 levels are not actively controlled by the HVAC system, when the 

temperature increases (or decreases) sufficiently the HVAC system is activated. This has a 

mitigating effect on CO2 as new air is delivered to the room reducing the concentration of CO2. 

Despite this limitation, because we are limiting our occupancy predictions to only use these four 

existing sensors, we chose to leverage CO2 as a primary indicator of occupancy. Still we must take 

into account the mitigating impact of the volume of fresh air supplied when the HVAC system 

activates. In addition to the sensor readings collected, we also collected occupancy data by visiting 

the physical rooms used in our evaluation. Figure 4.2 shows the observed occupancy over the same 

one-week time period for the same room, CP103. Comparing the figure 2 with figure 3, we observe 

a correlation between occupancy and the air volume during the initial half of the week, but a poor 

correlation in the latter half. This aligns with our previous intuition about 

 

Figure 4.2 CP-103 Observed Occupancy over One-Week Period 
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air volume as a primary feature to predict occupancy. However, we see a closer correlation 

between occupancy and CO2. During the first half of the week there is a correlation between CO2 

and occupancy. While there is some variance in CO2 during the second half of the week during 

which we observed the room was unused, it is minimal relative to the changes in readings from 

the other sensors. These observations motivated the development of a machine learning model to 

predict occupancy using the sensor values. 

4.2  Occupancy Prediction 
 

A key requirement for supervised learning is the establishment of ground truth. In our case, 

the ground truth consists of the occupancy levels of the monitored rooms. To establish ground 

truth, we observed the occupancy of the rooms over the period of several weeks throughout the 

day. Because our observations were of classrooms and laboratories on campus during the academic 

quarter, the occupancies were fairly consistent. These observations constituted the ground truth on 

which we based our classes labels to train our machine learning models.  We defined five classes 

of occupancy based on the binning of people into groups. The first class (class-0) represented the 

case of zero people in a room. Class-1 represented the room was occupied by one to five people, 

and class 2 represented the occupancy level of six to ten people. A motivation for this 

transformation was the variance in occupancy we detected when establishing the ground truth 

occupancy. While we are not predicting an exact occupancy count using this approach, we are able 

to estimate how occupied a room is at a given time. In the case of an emergency scenario, this 

information could be invaluable in reducing victim search time. Given the groupings defined by 

the labels, the goal of our machine learning model is to classify the sensor data into different 

occupancy classes. We previously observed a correlation between occupancy and CO2, however, 

we also noted the other sensors impacted the prediction as well. To characterize the impact of each 
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sensor reading on prediction accuracy, we trained several version of models using three weeks of 

the sensor readings that had been previously collected by UW facilities. We trained one model 

using only CO2 sensor readings to predict occupancy. We also built several additional models that 

considered several combinations of sensor values. These models included: 

 CO2 and HVAC air supply volume (Air Volume) 

 CO2 and HVAC air supply temperature (Aux Temp) 

 combination of all sensors - temperature (Room Temp), CO2, HVAC air supply volume 

(Air Volume), and HVAC air supply Temperature (Aux Temp).  

Table 4.1 Covariance against all Pairing Combinations of the 4 environmental Sensors 
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As shown in Table 4.1, we were able to calculate the covariance values for the given combinations 

of attributes we modeled with the data we obtained from facilities.  The results validate our initial 

intuition that as a standalone sensor, the CO2 sensor would be the biggest influence in predicting 

occupancy.  There is a correlation between occupancy an CO2, in that as occupancy increases then 

CO2 levels also increase.  While air volume does show the best standalone covariance when 

measured against time, the uncertainties of what causes an increase in HVAC air supply cannot be 

correlated to occupancy.  However, when paired together, they show the highest covariance, 

indicating that that the change in one attribute are associated with changes in the other.  The table 

also shows that room temp and auxiliary temperature are the least efficient standalone sensors to 

predict occupancy.   

We then evaluated the prediction accuracy of the model using 10-fold cross validation. We 

chose to evaluate the models we built to predict occupancy using sensors from three unique rooms. 

The data sets for each room differed in terms of sparsity. For some rooms we had a limited set of 

data points for each of the sensors. This was due to a building management power policy that shut 

down certain sensors during periods of each day, such as at night. For other rooms, we had sensor 

readings from all sensors every five seconds. This reflects many heterogeneous IoT deployments 

where sensor densities vary over time or by location. Because we wanted to ensure our approach 

works consistently across alternative deployment scenarios, we selected three rooms with sensor 

readings with different sparsity levels.  Room CP-103 included sparse sensor values, room CP-

108 included dense sensor readings, and room CP-106 revealed a moderate number of readings. 

Figure 4.3 compares the prediction accuracy of our initial models constructed to predict occupancy 

using a set of 
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Figure 4.3 Occupancy Predictions Against CO2, (CO2, Air Volume), and (CO2, Air Volume, 

Aux Temp, and Room Temp) 

sensor readings for three different rooms within the Cherry Parkes building. Starting with CO2 in 

isolation, we achieve nearly 91% prediction accuracy for occupancy for room CP103. However, 

recall that in many cases if we take HVAC supply air volume into account we hypothesized we 

could potentially increase our accuracy. This is precisely what we observe when we combine these 

two sensor readings into our machine learning model. The second point in figure 4 shows that our 

prediction accuracy increases if we incorporate HVAC air volume into our model. Finally, even 

though temperature is a poor indicator, we incorporate all of the sensor readings into the model, 

further increasing accuracy up to 95.9%. We also evaluated the combined use of CO2 combined 

with the HVAC incoming supply air temperature (Aux Temp) within our model.  Figure 4.4 shows 

the prediction accuracy of the models constructed based on the different combinations of sensor 

readings, but focusing on the impact of CO2 combined with HVAC incoming supply air temp 

(Aux Temp). Similar to figure 4, we see an increase in prediction accuracy for room CP-103 of 

about 2% from 91% with CO2 only to 93% taking into account CO2 and Aux Temp in our model. 
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Figure 4.4 Occupancy Predictions Against CO2, (CO2, Aux Temp), and (CO2, Aux Temp, Air 

Volume, and Room Temp) 

As noted previously. the prediction accuracy does vary with the sparsity of the data provided by 

the sensors. We are still quantifying the impact of sparsity on our prediction accuracy. However, 

in all cases, with only a single sensor we were able to achieve greater than 71% and up to 91% 

accuracy using only CO2 to predict occupancy. We have since incorporated these models into our 

Namatad streaming IoT system and are currently evaluating rooms on all floors within the building. 

4.3  Initial Performance Model 
 

 Being successfully able to design an end to end system capable of streaming in sensor data, 

processing the data, and making predictions on the data via machine learning, we now wanted to 

focus on improving speed.  Our next step was to identify alternative streaming topologies for IoT 

server platforms to see if we could gain an increase in the performance of the response time.  We 

then created three additional topologies in which we could predict occupancy against at room level 

granularity in buildings, floors, and sensors.  Initially, we created additional topics for the 
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respective topologies and immediately began predictions as soon as sensor values arrived.  First 

testing against accuracy, we obtained the following results shown in figure 4.5 after predicting 

occupancy under different topologies: 

 

Figure 4.5 Prediction Comparison of 4 Topologies using Buckets 

We were able to notice inconsistencies between the predictions across topology.  While we 

don’t expect exact results due to run to run variances, we expect nearly similar results.  After 

confirming with our raw log files, we noticed that at certain times of the day, predictions weren’t 

inaccurate, they were missing, in the case of the 0 prediction buckets.   

While facing a major performance loss in accuracy, we considered two approaches to 

fixing the issue of the missing values.  We introduced an aggregator component into our system, 

that waits and stores the four sensor values for a room, known as a transaction.  Once the four 

values for a transaction have arrived, the aggregator sends this transaction to Ignite, where the 

model pulls from.  While this slightly increases the overall response time of the job, this ensures 
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that there are no missing values and that the model is making accurate predictions.  The second 

approach, which we will design for future works, is to add imputation to the system instead of the 

aggregator because the challenge is choosing the best values to substitute for a missing transaction 

values prior to prediction.   

Having found a way to control accuracy, we then reran our system, introducing timestamps 

to capture the start and end times for the producer (Kafka push), consumer (preprocessing), and 

modeling (machine learning predictions) phases of our experiment, so that we could measure and 

compare the performance across the four topologies.  

 

Figure 4.6 Topological Comparison of Execution Times Per Producer, Consumer, and Model 

Phase 

 Figure 4.6 shows how each of the four topologies compare during each of the three phases.  We 

can see from the graph that during the producer phases, it takes the least amount of time to route 

the sensor data to the buildings topology.  As you go from broad to more detailed topologies 

(buildings to floors, floors to rooms, rooms to sensors) the time it takes to send the data into the 
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respective Kafka topics increases.  In the case of the buildings topology, there is only one topic 

that is created, so all sensor data is immediately routed into one topic queue.  This is represented 

in the figure as the buildings topology has the shortest producer phase.  However, the consumer 

service phase takes an exponentially longer time to process and results in the overall longest 

response time.  In the case of floors, data now has to be carefully routed into one of two dedicated 

topics, based on the floor that the sensor value is associated with (first floor or second floor).  In 

the case of the rooms topology, the sensor data now has to be carefully routed into one of six topic 

queues (one topic for each room), which takes even more time to route.  While the producer Kafka 

routing phase takes longer than the buildings topology, the consumer service phase and total 

response time is much less than the buildings topology.  Finally, in the case of the sensors topology, 

there sensor data has to be routed carefully into one of 24 topic queues.  We can see that the more 

detailed granularity we choose, the longer it takes to route the sensor value correctly to its proper 

topic.  

In the case of the consumer phase, we notice that the service time decreases as you go from 

broad to more detailed granularities.  Because we are making predictions at room level granularity, 

the time to service the transaction is dependent on the time it takes to aggregate the sensor values 

into a proper transaction.  In the case of the buildings topology, it takes longer to aggregate sensor 

values into transactions because it has to sort through sensor values from six different rooms to 

find the correct sensor values for one room for a given real world time.  In the case of floors, it has 

to sort through sensor values from three different rooms to find the correct sensor values for one 

room for a given real world time.  In the case of the rooms and sensors topologies, everything in 

the queue is already sorted by the correct room, so the sensor values only need to be sorted by the 

real world time value, with the sensors topology being arranged in a more precise manner because 
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once it finds one correct sensor value, it knows it doesn’t need to look for anymore values of that 

specific sensor type.  This is not the case for the sensors topology.   

Once the aggregation is completed, the modeling pulls and predicts every run with a four 

sensor transaction tuple, so the time to predictions is always constant (except for run to run 

variances).  When looking at figure 4.6, the Y-Axis is on a logarithmic scale, so the length of the 

modeling bar is proportionate to its time value on the logarithmic scale. 

From the initial performance analysis, we were successfully able to determine that we are 

able to sacrifice longer producer time in the time it takes sensor values to be routed to their 

respective topic because the service time and overall response time will significantly decrease.  

Our initial results show that from what we are able to control through our experiment, the sensors 

topology has the shortest service time and as a result, the shortest overall response time.   

Our initial performance model has proven that we can characterize and compare the 

performance and the impact that topology has on response time for the four topologies in the 

Cherry Parkes Building.  However, this particular building uses 60 sensors.  This model is not an 

accurate representation of some of the much larger buildings on campus, that have over 200 

sensors.  The initial performance model does not account for an increase in scalability and work 

load intensity.  This was our motivation for moving from an empirical performance model to a 

general purpose analytical model, via queueing theory, where we can account for different 

utilization rates that are influences by different arrival rates. 
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Chapter 5 Analytical Model via Queueing Theory 
 

One of the critical challenges IoT systems face is effectively managing the way in which 

sensor values arriving are routed to their respective queues.  Congestion occurs when the rate at 

which jobs are arriving exceeds the number of jobs that can be serviced in that time.  There are 

congestion control protocols in place that focus on queue length and use a simple adjustment 

technique to keep the length of the nodes as low as possible.  This is a three phase protocol that 

consist of a congestion detection phase, a congestion notification phase, and a rate adjustment 

phase.  Queueing models are primarily used for the congestion detection phase [5]. 

The characteristics for an M/D/1 queue, with a Markovian arrival rate and a deterministic 

service rate using one computational server has been completely characterized.  However, there 

are few literatures that focus on extensive calculations of multi-server M/D/c queues [31] [32].  

Tijms has shown work to validate that the addition of computational servers into a M/D/c queue 

is a functions of the utilization rate in an M/C/1 queue over the number of computational servers, 

in which we have used for the analytical modeling of our Namatad system [31].   

Because our Namatad systems streams sensor data into Kafka topics, represented as 

queues, we can analytically quantify the waiting times, service times and response times of the 

transactions based on the rates at which their respective sensor values arrive in the system.  We 

can analytically see how the system works under different utilization rates, which gives us the 

ability to make many different inferences.  If a system is underperforming, values could be missing 

because they haven’t arrived before the model can pull them and predictions could become 

inaccurate.  The model could also wait for all of the values to arrive, yielding accurate predictions 

if the sensor values are arriving out of order.  However, because of additional wait time, the 
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predictions would no longer be met under real time constraints.   Likewise, if the system is over 

performing and jobs are arriving much faster than they can be serviced, sensor values could be in 

the system.  However, if the queue depth is large and sensor values have to be searched for at the 

end of the queue, the added wait time could also jeopardize real time results or the model could 

attempt to pull values much faster than they are arriving, yielding inaccurate results based off of 

missing values.  Our Namatad system is currently comprised of four individual M/D/c queueing 

systems, one for each topology.  

We define the arrival rate, λ, as the number of jobs that enter the system per unit time; the 

service time, T[s], as the time it takes to service a single job; and the number of computational 

servers, c, as the number of computational processers that concurrently service jobs at a given 

time.  For example, in the case of the rooms topology, represented as an M/D/6 queue, one job in 

each of the 6 Kafka topic queues can be serviced in parallel. The following equations are used in 

characterizing different performance components of an M/D/c queue that we will use to 

characterize our Namatad system: 

Arrival Rate = λ 

 

5.1 

 where the arrival rate, λ, defines the number of jobs that enter the system per unit time, 

Service Time, Constant = T[s] 

 

5.2 

where the service time, T[s], defines the time it takes to serve a single job, 

Number of Computational Servers = c 

 

5.3 

where the number of computation servers, c, defines the numbers of queues that can service 

 

 jobs at one time, 
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Utilization Rate, ρ =  
𝝀𝑻[𝒔]

𝒄
 

 

5.4 

where the utilization rate, ρ, is a function of the rate at which jobs arrive in the system, the rate 

 

at which jobs can be served, and the number of computational servers servicing jobs at one  

 

time, and defined as the fraction of time the server is busy 

 

 

Mean Waiting Time, T[w] =  
𝛒𝐓[𝐬]

𝟐(𝟏 − 𝝆)
 

 

 

 

5.5 

where the mean waiting time, T[w], is a function of the utilization rate and the service time,  

 

which calculates the average time that a job has to wait in the queue before it can be serviced. 

 

Mean Response Time, T[r] =  

𝑻[𝒔] +
𝛒𝐓[𝐬]

𝟐(𝟏 − 𝝆)
 

Or 

T[s] + T[w] 

 

5.6 

where the mean response time, T[r], is a function of the waiting time and the service time, which 

 

is defined as the total time a job is spent in the system, including both the time it has to wait in  

 

the queue and the time it takes to be serviced. 
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Chapter 6 Simulation Experimental Methodology 
 

To provide more scalability and inferences on latency versus prediction quality, we have 

extended the research from our Namatad paper to incorporate more rooms from the Cherry Parkes 

building.  This lets us continue our ongoing research for which we had initially predicted 

occupancy and compared across CP-103, CP-106 and CP-108. To provide multiple levels of 

granularity in terms of sensors, rooms, floors, and buildings level software streaming topology 

design, we added another floor that includes various room types, such as class rooms, office rooms, 

engineering labs etc., to account for the sparsity of data and sensor placement as well. 

For consistency across runs, we have replayed the same data provided from facilities for 

each run.  This eliminated variance due to workload performance because for each run, the same 

amount of data is being processed as well as the same type of data. This ensures that the only 

simulated inconsistencies will result from run to run variances. 

For benchmarking purposes, we fixed the CPU frequency on the server to maximum which 

is 300000Hz on the server machine. This is done to keep the system performance consistent over 

each experimental run since different topologies have different loads on the CPU and as we have 

DVFS (dynamic voltage frequency scaling) on the server machine, which could have influenced 

the run time performances if we did not fix our CPU frequency.  Since all components of our 

experiment are running on a single server, the network latency has been fixed by default, which 

influences a fixed service time across multiple experimental runs, aside from run to run variances. 

To account for the initial backpressure startup cost that occurs if you force data to 

immediately begin queueing before the consumer beings to pull and service data, we began our 

experiment by running the consumer first.  This avoids an early queueing system, which would 
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result in a major performance loss.  The consumer will initially run and wait for data to come to 

process immediately, eliminating the chances of backpressure.  

We are extending our existing Namatad system architecture shown earlier in figure 3.1. 

We are still using Apache Kafka as the message broker platform which our data is ingested into.  

Using a bijective mapping, the consumer pulls data from the respective Kafka topic as per the 

topology.  The data is then held in aggregation while waiting for all four sensor values for a room 

at a given timestamp to arrive.  For the sensors topology, this involves the aggregation sensor 

values contained in 4 different topics to be combined into one transactions tuple.  For the floors 

and buildings topologies, this involves segregation of sensor values from various rooms to be 

separated into their respective room transaction tuple.  For the rooms topology, neither aggregation 

nor segregation takes place, but values still need to be written according to the correct timestamp.  

Once all values for a transaction tuple are present, they are written as key-value pair tuples to a 

temporary data storage file system.  We have chosen Apache Ignite as our data file storage system 

because of its in memory platform and its easy integration with Apache Kafka and other open 

source platforms that we will be integrating in the future. This handles distributed computing on 

large scale data sets in real-time [8].  The model has been designed to pull transaction tuples from 

Ignite and then to train and make room level occupancy predictions.  By placing time stamps along 

various points in our experiment, we can capture specific values needed to validate our analytical 

model and can represent the aforementioned analytical telemetries.   

Figure 6.1 shows an analytical to empirical decomposition of the equations used in 

queueing theory where we can see what the service time and waiting time translates to in respect 

to the empirical timestamps that we measure and at what phases throughout the run the necessary 

times can be found. 
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Figure 6.1 Analytical to Empirical Formulae Decomposition Breakdown 

From figure 6.1, we can infer the following from our Namatad system: 

TResponseTime = TWait + TTransactionService 6.1 

where the empirical response time, TResponseTime, is the summation of the time the sensor values 

wait in the queue during the aggregation period and the time it takes to pull those sensor values 

from the queue and write that transaction tuple into Ignite, and the time it takes the model to 

pull that tuple to perform a prediction, 

TWait = TLastSensorPulledFromKafka - TFirstSensorPushedtoKafka 6.2 

where the empirical wait time, TWait, is the total time length that all four sensor values have to 

wait in the queue before a transaction tuple is completely written to Ignite, 

TSensorEnterKafka = TSensorTransmit + TKafkaWrite 6.3 

where the empirical time it takes for a sensor to enter Kafka, TSensorEnterKafka, is the time it takes 

for an environmental sensor to transmit data to Kafka and the time it takes for Kafka to route 

that sensor value to its respective topic 
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TSensorExitKafka = TConsumerRead 6.4 

where the time it takes for a sensor value to exit Kafka, TSensorExitKafka, is the time it takes for the 

consumer to pull the sensor value from the Kafka topic, 

TTransactionService = TSensorPreprocessing + TIgniteWrite + TTransactionPrediction 6.5 

where the time it takes to service a transaction, TTransactionService, is the time it takes for sensor 

values to be aggregated to their respective transaction tuple, the time it takes to write that tuple 

to Ignite, and the time it takes for the model to pull that transaction and perform a prediction 

on it 

TSensorProcessing = TConsumerRead + TAggregation/Segregation 6.6 

where the time it takes to process a sensor value, TSensorProcessing, is the time it takes to read a 

value from Kafka and aggregate that value into its proper transaction tuple 

TPrediction = TIgniteRead + TMLComputation 6.7 

where the time it takes to make a prediction on a transaction, TPrediction, is the time it takes for 

the model to pull the transaction tuple from Ignite and make a prediction on the transaction 

Recall that the response time for a transaction, according to queueing theory, is its total 

time spent in the system, including its queue residency time and time to service. For our 

experimentation, a single log entry follows the given schema: 

[real world time, sensor ID, sensor reading, entry timestamp into topic, exit timestamp from topic].  

Adding sample values, it looks as follows:  

[12:45:00, CP-103-AT,72.5, 1491693393, 1491693406]. 

For gathering the values needed to analytically calculate specific values as per queueing theory 

and for generating the plots and remember that in order for a transaction to be completed, all four 
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sensor values for a room at a specific timestamp must arrive, we infer pertinent information from 

the entry and exit times as follows: 

Eq. 6.2 translates into, 

TWait = 

Exit Timestamp from Topic MAX (AT, AV, CO2, RT) – 

Entry Timestamp to Topic MIN (AT, AV, CO2, RT) 

 

 

6.8 

where log generated wait time, Twait, is the difference in the time that it takes the last sensor value 

for a room at a specific timestamp and to be written to Ignite and the time it takes the first sensor 

value to arrive, 

Eq. 7.5 translates into, 

TTransactionService = 

Exit Timestamp from Topic MAX (AT, AV, CO2, RT) -    

Exit Timestamp from Topic MIN (AT, AV, CO2, RT) 

 

 

6.9 

where the log generated transaction service time, TTransactionService, is the difference in the time it 

takes for the last sensor value to be written to Ignite and the first sensor value to be written to 

Ignite, 

Eq. 6.1 translates into, 

TResponse = Eq. 6.8 + Eq. 6.9 

 

6.10 

To gain insight on how the system works under various utilization rates, we need a way to 

vary the arrival rate since utilization rate is a function of arrival rate and service rate and the service 

rate is deterministic.  There are two approaches to varying the arrival rate.  One approach is to 

explicitly set the arrival rate manually.  However, this is not an accurate representation of how a 

real world IoT system functions.  For computations to be serviced in real time, sensors will transmit 
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data as soon as values are received.  This means that there may be time periods where data arrives 

at a high rates and times where data arrives less frequently over periods of time.  However, the 

system doesn’t know at what frequencies the data is arriving, it just knows to ingest it into the 

system.  We have decided that a more accurate representation of varying the arrival rates is to add 

delays to the time data is pushed to Kafka.  By doing this, the system will produce an arrival rate 

based on the delay and the system utilization.  we are still allowing the system to push data as data 

arrives, but can simulate periods where data arrives more frequently and periods where data arrives 

less frequently over periods of time.  We have added the following delays, measured in seconds: 

0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, and 1, where 0 seconds generates arrival rates as fast as the server can 

push and 1 second generating arrival rates at very slow frequencies. 

Since the arrival rate is controlled by the system utilization, it was not possible to take the 

average of five runs because the arrival rates were not consistent.  However, running 5 simulations 

for each delay gave us five different utilizations rates that we were able to plot and see the trend.  

Essentially, instead of this experiment generating 5 averaged points, this experiment generated 30 

different points per topology.  This provided more points to plot within the min and max arrival 

rate that was generated that we were then able to plot and compare against the analytical plots.  
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Chapter 7 Results 
 

A fundamental concept in queueing theory is Little’s Law, which provides a way to 

determine the long term average numbers of jobs in a system.  When dealing with real-time 

computations, the goal is to limit the additional time that data arriving has to wait before being 

serviced.  In a completely ideal scenario, jobs would be serviced as soon as they arrive and no 

queuing would happen, thus ensuring absolute real-time results.  This would infer that the response 

time of jobs in a system would not be effected by any waiting time.  With the data provided by 

facilities, we have determined that there are 6912 sensor values that result in 1729 transactions 

over a 24-hour period.  This breaks down into 4 sensor values for a room with 6 rooms per 5-

minute interval at 288-5 minute intervals, starting from 00:00:00 to 23:55:00.  If all sensor values 

arrive in order, they would appear in increasing order, starting at time 00:00:00, with all four sensor 

values for a room arriving simultaneously. 

We ran a total of five experiments.  Considering similar behaviors over run to run 

variances, the following results represent the raw data obtained from our experiment over a single 

run.  The tables 7.1-7.4 show for all topologies, the complete set of points for all five runs, which 

we will plot and show in section 7.2.  For each set of tables, you will see the individual 

measurements for the average wait time, average service time, average response time, and arrival 

rate in the first five rows.  The sixth row shows the average wait time, average service time, average 

response time, and average arrival rate of the five runs.  The seventh row shows the standard 

deviations for the wait times, service times, response times, and arrival rates over the five runs.  

Although we did not use these directly for our results, it gives us insight on how the delays effected 

the system utilization, which we will consider for alternative implementations for future work.   
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Table 7.1 All Results for 5 Runs for Buildings Topology 
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Table 7.2 All Results for 5 Runs for Rooms Topology 
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Table 7.3 All Results for 5 Runs for Rooms Topology 
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Table 7.4 All Results for 5 Runs for Sensors Topology 
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7.1  Per Transaction Latency 

 

The follow “Per Transaction Latency” graphs show how for each topology, the overall 

response time changes as more jobs are entering the system.  For each figure, the top graph shows 

the response time change over the duration of all 1729 transactions.  The bottom left graph show 

the response times for the first 60 transactions and the bottom right graph shows the same for the 

last 60 transactions.  This allows a close up of how the response times begin versus how they end.   

It is important to notice the response time behavior in the beginning and the end.  The first 60 

transactions show the response times before queueing happens.  As shown in the figures below, 

there are clearly defined high and low point trends for best case response times and worst case 

response times.  Because in the best case, sensor values for a transaction arrive in order, the low 

points in the case of the first 60 transactions reflect the response times of sensor values arriving in 

order, without queueing.  Respectively, the high points reflect sensor values arriving with a high 

degree of out of orderedness, without queueing.  For the last 60 transactions, the best case and 

worst case response times have increased, with many points in between.  This still reflects best 

and worst case response times.  However, this shows an amortized time that the transactions 

converge to when queueing is introduced.  The low points represent the best case response time 

when sensor values arrive in order, when there is queueing.  The high points represent the worst 

case response time when the sensor values arrive with the highest degree of out of orderedness, 

when there is queueing.  The points in between represent the response time in respect to the degree 

of out of orderedness in which the sensor values arrive in.    
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Figure 7.1 Per Transaction Latency Plots for the Buildings Topology W/ Average λ 3.75 T(x)/Sec 

Figure 7.1 shows the graph from the per transaction latency for the buildings topology with 

an average arrival rate of 3.75 transactions per second show the highest response time occurring 

in comparison to the other four topologies at roughly 1035 transactions.  We also notice that the 

buildings topology has the highest range in the low and high response times, with a difference of 

26 seconds.  The multiple inflection points, denoting the different variances in response times, 

show the different degrees of out of orderedness that the sensor values are arriving at during 

different points of the run.   

The initial 60 transactions show consistent best and worst case times, before queueing has 

begun.  You can see that best case times can completely aggregate a transaction tuple in less than 

a second if all sensor values arrive in order.  Worst case, if sensor values arrive in the worst degree 

of out of orderedness, this can increase the response time over 500 times the amount of the best 

case.  We can see that before queueing begins, there is either a best case time or a worst case time. 
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 When we observe the final 60 transactions, when queueing has taken place, we notice that 

the degree of out of orderedness varies as queueing is taking place.  We can still see that in the 

best case, response times can take less than a second, assuming all values are in order.  However, 

with queueing, at worst case we can see the response times increase by as much as 1500 times the 

best case.  We also notice that most of the transactions are in the middle, indicating an average 

degree of out of orderedness that influences an amortized degree of out of orderedness and 

response time that over time, transactions converge to.  

Table 7.5 shows raw sensor data from the buildings topology logs after the experiment was 

ran.  This table contains the sensor values that account for the first 4 transactions that arrived.  If 

you focus on the “Time” column, you can clearly see how according to real world time, the sensor 

values are mostly all arriving in order, with at most an out of orderedness variance in real world 

time by 5 minutes and an even amount of values arriving according to room and sensor type. 

Table 7.5 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to first 4 T(x)s for the Buildings Topology W/ 

Average λ 3.75 T(x)/Sec 

 

 

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'CO2'  '362.49'] 1494276826 1494276828

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1494276826 1494276828

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AV'  '16.00'] 1494276826 1494276828

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1494276826 1494276828

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '73.25'] 1494276826 1494276828

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AV'  '12.00'] 1494276826 1494276828

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1494276826 1494276828

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1494276826 1494276828

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'CO2'  '401.92'] 1494276826 1494276828

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1494276826 1494276828

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'CO2'  '396.90'] 1494276826 1494276828

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'CO2'  '399.77'] 1494276826 1494276828

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1494276826 1494276828

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1494276826 1494276828

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1494276827 1494276828

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'CO2'  '362.49'] 1494276827 1494276828

Buildings Raw Sensor Data Corresponding to first 4 T(x)s W/ Average λ 3.75 T(x)s/Sec
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So in the early stages of sensor values arriving, aggregation is minimally impacted by out of 

orderedness, which reflects the plots for the first 60 transactions by the low response times for both 

the best case and worst case times response times.   

Table 7.6 accounts for the sensor values that arrived during transactions 1350 to 1353, 

which showed response times after the highest peak in response times were achieved for the 

buildings topology with an arrival rate of 3.75 transactions per second.  In the “Time” column, the 

real world times that the values were pushed to Kafka are out of order. Sensor values are arriving 

with an out of orderedness variance of 50 minutes, with an even amount of values arriving 

according to room and sensor type.  Towards the final stages of sensor values arriving, out of 

orderedness is mostly influenced by real world time. 

Table 7.6 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to T(x)s 1350-1353 for the Buildings Topology W/ 

Average λ 3.75 T(x)/Sec 

 

Figure 7.2 shows the graph from the per transaction latency for the buildings topology with 

an average arrival rate of 6.25 transactions per second shows considerably high response times 

occurring throughout the entire duration of the 1729 transactions.  We notice peak response times 

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '18:25:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AT'  '70.00'] 1494277071 1494277071

['9/27/2016'  '18:45:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'RT'  '73.50'] 1494277071 1494277071

['9/27/2016'  '19:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'CO2'  '394.03'] 1494277071 1494277071

['9/27/2016'  '18:55:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1494277071 1494277071

['9/27/2016'  '19:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AV'  '432.00'] 1494277071 1494277071

['9/27/2016'  '18:25:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'RT'  '72.25'] 1494277071 1494277071

['9/27/2016'  '18:15:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AV'  '304.00'] 1494277071 1494277071

['9/27/2016'  '18:40:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1494277071 1494277071

['9/27/2016'  '19:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'CO2'  '375.39'] 1494277071 1494277071

['9/27/2016'  '18:35:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1494277071 1494277071

['9/27/2016'  '18:35:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'CO2'  '393.32'] 1494277071 1494277071

['9/27/2016'  '19:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'CO2'  '377.55'] 1494277071 1494277071

['9/27/2016'  '18:35:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1494277071 1494277071

['9/27/2016'  '19:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'CO2'  '387.58'] 1494277071 1494277071

['9/27/2016'  '19:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '71.75'] 1494277071 1494277071

['9/27/2016'  '18:20:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AT'  '67.50'] 1494277071 1494277071

Buildings Raw Sensor Data Corresponding T(x)s 1350 through 1353 W/ Average λ 3.75 T(x)s/Sec
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achieved at roughly 715 transactions.  The difference in low and high response times range was 

14.84 seconds.   

 

Figure 7.2 Per Transaction Latency Plots for the Buildings Topology W/ Average λ 6.25 T(x)/Sec 

From the both initial 60 transactions and the final 60, we see that the response times either hit a 

high or a low, without many response times in between.  That suggests that for this run, values 

were severely out of order and the degree of out of orderedness were consistently higher than they 

were low. 

Table 7.7 shows raw sensor data from the buildings logs topology with an arrival rate of 

6.25 transactions per second after the experiment was ran.  This table contains the sensor values 

that account for the first 4 transactions that arrived.  The first 24 sensor values should all have a 

timestamp of 00:00:00.  From the “Time” column, it can be observed that values immediately 

arrive out of order.  We see out of orderedness variances in real world time by 10 minutes right 
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from the beginning.  In the “Room” column, not a single CP-206C value is accounted for and in 

the “Sensor” column, not a single CO2 value is accounted for.   

Table 7.7 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to first 4 T(x)s for the Buildings Topology W/ 

Average λ 6.25 T(x)/Sec 

This indicates that the aggregator has to experience waiting from the start of the first transactions, 

lasting throughout the duration of all 1729 transactions indicated by no noticeable decrease in 

response time.  This shows how in the case of this run, out of orderedness is severely impacted by 

real world time, room, and sensor. 

Table 7.8 accounts for the sensor values that arrived during transaction 715 to 718, which 

was when highest response times were achieved for the buildings topology with an average arrival 

rate of 6.25 transactions per second.  In the “Time” column, the real world time that the values 

were pushed to Kafka are highly out of order. Sensor values are arriving with an out of orderedness 

variance of 2 hours, with an even amount of values arriving by room and sensor type.  Towards 

the final stages of sensor values arriving, out of orderedness is highly influenced by real world 

time. 

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AT'  '72.50'] 1494428148 1494428148

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1494428148 1494428148

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1494428148 1494428148

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1494428148 1494428148

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '73.25'] 1494428148 1494428148

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1494428148 1494428148

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AT'  '72.50'] 1494428148 1494428148

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1494428148 1494428148

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1494428148 1494428148

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1494428148 1494428148

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '73.25'] 1494428148 1494428148

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1494428148 1494428148

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AT'  '72.50'] 1494428148 1494428149

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1494428148 1494428149

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1494428148 1494428149

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1494428148 1494428149

Buildings Raw Sensor Data Corresponding to first 4 T(x)s W/ Average λ 6.25 T(x)s/Sec
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Table 7.8 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to T(x)s 715-718 for the Buildings Topology W/ 

Average λ 6.25 T(x)/Sec 

 

In the “Sensor” column, we do see one missing AV value and one extra AT value.  This indicates 

the sensor granularity of aggregation is also influencing out of orderedness, but at a very minimal 

impact. 

Figure 7.3 shows the graph from the per transaction latency for the buildings topology with 

an average arrival rate of 6.5 transactions per second shows initially lower response times with a 

rapid increase occurring throughout the entire duration of the 1729 transactions.  From the plots 

for the first 60 transactions, we can see that the best case response times are consistent.  However, 

the worst case response times being to increase as early as the first 60 transactions, indicating that 

the degree of out of orderedness immediately begins to worsen.  In the plots for the final 60 

transactions, we can see that the worst case response time stays relatively the same.  However, 

after the high peak in response time at the 1129 transaction mark, the degree of out of orderedness 

begins to amortize and the transactions begin to converge to a specific response time, where we 

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '09:25:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '812.00'] 1494428187 1494428187

['9/27/2016'  '11:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1494428187 1494428187

['9/27/2016'  '09:15:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '67.50'] 1494428187 1494428187

['9/27/2016'  '09:30:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '496.00'] 1494428187 1494428187

['9/27/2016'  '09:45:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'RT'  '72.25'] 1494428187 1494428187

['9/27/2016'  '09:20:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AV'  '300.00'] 1494428187 1494428187

['9/27/2016'  '10:45:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1494428187 1494428187

['9/27/2016'  '09:25:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'CO2'  '401.92'] 1494428187 1494428187

['9/27/2016'  '09:40:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'RT'  '71.75'] 1494428187 1494428187

['9/27/2016'  '11:15:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1494428187 1494428187

['9/27/2016'  '09:40:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AV'  '468.00'] 1494428187 1494428187

['9/27/2016'  '09:40:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'CO2'  '373.96'] 1494428187 1494428187

['9/27/2016'  '09:40:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '71.00'] 1494428187 1494428187

['9/27/2016'  '09:40:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AT'  '71.00'] 1494428187 1494428187

['9/27/2016'  '09:35:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'CO2'  '403.36'] 1494428187 1494428187

['9/27/2016'  '09:40:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'CO2'  '392.60'] 1494428187 1494428187

Buildings Raw Sensor Data Corresponding T(x)s 715 through 718 W/ Average λ 6.25 T(x)s/Sec
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can see in the complete plots that towards the final transactions, the high response times begin to 

plateau and remain consistent. 

 

Figure 7.3 Per Transaction Latency Plots for the Buildings Topology W/ Average λ 6.5 T(x)/Sec 

From the logs provided in Table 7.9, we can immediately begin to see out of orderedness 

initiating before the real world time values for the first set of transactions at time 00:00:00 even 

arrive. If you focus on the “Time” column, you can clearly see how according to real world time, 

the sensor values are mostly all arriving out of order, with at most an out of orderedness variance 

in real world time by 15 minutes.  If you focus on the “Room” column, it can be seen that not a 

single CP-103 value has arrived.  If you focus on the “Sensor” column, it can be seen that not a 

single RT value has arrived.  This indicates that the aggregator has to experience waiting from the 

start of the first transactions, lasting throughout the duration of all 1729 transactions indicated by 

no noticeable decrease in response time.  So in the early stages of sensor values arriving, 

aggregation is impacted by out of orderedness, being influenced by room, sensor, and by real world 

time.   
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Table 7.9 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to first 4 T(x)s for the Buildings Topology W/ 

Average λ 6.5 T(x)/Sec 

  

Table 7.10 accounts for the sensor values that arrived during transactions 1129 to 1132, 

which was when highest response times were achieved for the buildings topology with an average 

arrival rate of 6.5 transactions per second.   

Table 7.10 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to T(x)s 1129-1132 for the Buildings Topology W/ 

Average λ 6.5 T(x)/Sec 

In the “Time” column, the real world time that the values were pushed to Kafka are highly out of 

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1494427937 1494427939

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'CO2'  '389.73'] 1494427937 1494427939

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AV'  '12.00'] 1494427937 1494427939

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1494427937 1494427939

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'CO2'  '401.92'] 1494427937 1494427939

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1494427937 1494427939

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'CO2'  '391.17'] 1494427937 1494427939

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AV'  '8.00'] 1494427937 1494427939

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1494427937 1494427939

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'CO2'  '395.47'] 1494427937 1494427939

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1494427937 1494427939

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'CO2'  '391.17'] 1494427937 1494427939

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AV'  '12.00'] 1494427937 1494427939

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1494427937 1494427939

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'CO2'  '388.30'] 1494427937 1494427939

['9/27/2016'  '00:15:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1494427937 1494427939

Buildings Raw Sensor Data Corresponding to first 4 T(x)s W/ Average λ 6.5 T(x)s/Sec

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '15:20:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'RT'  '71.25'] 1494427987 1494427987

['9/27/2016'  '17:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'CO2'  '377.55'] 1494427987 1494427987

['9/27/2016'  '15:30:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1494427987 1494427987

['9/27/2016'  '14:50:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1494427987 1494427987

['9/27/2016'  '17:15:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1494427987 1494427987

['9/27/2016'  '16:55:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AV'  '456.00'] 1494427987 1494427987

['9/27/2016'  '15:25:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '456.00'] 1494427987 1494427987

['9/27/2016'  '15:45:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AV'  '420.00'] 1494427987 1494427987

['9/27/2016'  '15:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AT'  '70.50'] 1494427987 1494427987

['9/27/2016'  '15:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'CO2'  '403.36'] 1494427987 1494427987

['9/27/2016'  '15:15:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'RT'  '72.00'] 1494427987 1494427987

['9/27/2016'  '15:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '392.00'] 1494427987 1494427987

['9/27/2016'  '15:35:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AV'  '308.00'] 1494427987 1494427987

['9/27/2016'  '17:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '70.00'] 1494427987 1494427987

['9/27/2016'  '15:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '72.25'] 1494427987 1494427987

['9/27/2016'  '15:20:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AT'  '68.50'] 1494427987 1494427987

Buildings Raw Sensor Data Corresponding T(x)s 1129 through 1132 W/ Average λ 6.5 T(x)s/Sec
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order. Sensor values are arriving with an out of orderedness variance of 2 hours, with an even 

amount of sensor values arriving by room.  However, AT and AV sensor values are dominating in 

comparison to RT and CO2 sensor values.  Towards the final stages of sensor values arriving, out 

of orderedness is highly influenced by both sensor type and real world time.   

Figure 7.4 shows the graph from the per transaction latency for the buildings topology with 

an average arrival rate of 13.75 transactions per second shows initially lower response times with 

a rapid increase occurring throughout the entire duration of the 1729 transactions.   

 

Figure 7.4 Per Transaction Latency Plots for the Buildings Topology W/ Average λ 13.75 

T(x)/Sec 

We notice peak response times achieved at roughly 868 transactions.  The difference in low and 

high response times range was 14 seconds.   

Table 7.11 shows raw sensor data from the buildings logs topology with an arrival rate of 

13.75 transactions per second after the experiment was ran.  This table contains the sensor values 
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that account for the first 4 transactions that arrived.  The first 24 sensor values should all have a 

real world time of 00:00:00.   

Table 7.11 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to first 4 T(x)s for the Buildings Topology W/ 

Average λ 13.75 T(x)/Sec 

  

From the log we can immediately see out of orderedness initiating before the real world time values 

for the first set in transactions at time 00:00:00 even arrive. If you focus on the “Time” column, 

you can clearly see how according to real world time, the sensor values are mostly all arriving out 

of order, with at most an out of orderedness variance in real world time by 10 minutes.  If you 

focus on the “Room” column, it can be seen that not a single CP-106 value has arrived.  If you 

focus on the “Sensor” column, it can be seen that there are 2 missing AV values.  This indicates 

that the aggregator has to experience initial waiting from the start of the first transactions, with an 

immediate increase throughout the duration of all 1729 transactions indicated by several 

increasingly large peaks in response time. So in the early stages of sensor values arriving, 

aggregation is impacted by out of orderedness, being influenced by room, sensor type, and by real 

world time.   

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'CO2'  '396.90'] 1494427427 1494427429

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AT'  '72.50'] 1494427427 1494427429

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '73.25'] 1494427427 1494427429

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1494427427 1494427429

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'CO2'  '397.62'] 1494427427 1494427429

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1494427427 1494427429

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1494427427 1494427429

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AT'  '72.50'] 1494427427 1494427429

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '73.25'] 1494427427 1494427429

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1494427427 1494427429

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1494427427 1494427429

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1494427427 1494427429

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'CO2'  '396.90'] 1494427427 1494427429

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AT'  '72.50'] 1494427427 1494427429

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '73.25'] 1494427427 1494427429

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1494427427 1494427429

 Buildings Raw Sensor Data Corresponding to first 4 T(x)s W/ Average λ 13.75 T(x)s/Sec
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Table 7.12 accounts for the sensor values that arrived during transaction 715 to 718, which 

was when higher response times were achieved for the buildings topology with an average arrival 

rate of 13.75 transactions per second.   

Table 7.12 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to T(x)s 715-718 for the Buildings Topology W/ 

Average λ 13.75 T(x)/Sec 

  

In the “Time” column, the real world time that the values were pushed to Kafka are highly out of 

order. Sensor values are arriving with an out of orderedness variance of 4 hours, with a minimal 

amount of missing values from the room and sensor granularity.  Towards the final stages of sensor 

values arriving, out of orderedness is highly influenced by real world time. 

Figure 7.5 shows the graph from the per transaction latency for the buildings topology with 

an average arrival rate of 18.75 transactions per second shows initially lower response times with 

a rapid increase occurring throughout the entire duration of the 1729 transactions.  

 

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '11:50:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1494427448 1494427448

['9/27/2016'  '12:40:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '72.25'] 1494427448 1494427448

['9/27/2016'  '09:30:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AV'  '456.00'] 1494427448 1494427448

['9/27/2016'  '09:45:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'RT'  '73.75'] 1494427448 1494427448

['9/27/2016'  '08:40:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'CO2'  '389.73'] 1494427448 1494427448

['9/27/2016'  '08:50:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AV'  '296.00'] 1494427448 1494427448

['9/27/2016'  '08:55:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AT'  '71.00'] 1494427448 1494427448

['9/27/2016'  '08:55:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'CO2'  '380.41'] 1494427448 1494427448

['9/27/2016'  '09:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1494427448 1494427448

['9/27/2016'  '10:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '71.00'] 1494427448 1494427448

['9/27/2016'  '09:20:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'CO2'  '371.81'] 1494427448 1494427448

['9/27/2016'  '09:15:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'CO2'  '404.07'] 1494427448 1494427448

['9/27/2016'  '08:40:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '68.50'] 1494427448 1494427448

['9/27/2016'  '09:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'RT'  '72.00'] 1494427448 1494427448

['9/27/2016'  '09:55:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AV'  '440.00'] 1494427448 1494427448

['9/27/2016'  '08:55:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '492.00'] 1494427448 1494427448

 Buildings Raw Sensor Data Corresponding T(x)s 715 through 718 W/ Average λ 13.75 T(x)s/Sec
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Figure 7.5 Per Transaction Latency Plots for the Buildings Topology W/ Average λ 18.75 

T(x)/Sec 

We notice peak response times achieved at roughly 1301 transactions.  The difference in low and 

high response times range was 13.41 seconds.   

Table 7.13 shows raw sensor data from the buildings logs topology with an arrival rate of 

18.75 transactions per second after the experiment was ran.   

Table 7.13 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to first 4 T(x)s for the Buildings Topology W/ 

Average λ 18.75 T(x)/Sec 

This table contains the sensor values that account for the first 4 transactions that arrived.  The first 

24 sensor values should all have a real world time of 00:00:00.   

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1494427749 1494427749

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1494427749 1494427749

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1494427749 1494427749

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1494427749 1494427749

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1494427749 1494427749

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'CO2'  '401.92'] 1494427749 1494427749

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'CO2'  '389.73'] 1494427749 1494427749

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AV'  '12.00'] 1494427749 1494427749

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1494427749 1494427749

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '73.25'] 1494427749 1494427749

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1494427749 1494427749

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1494427749 1494427749

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1494427749 1494427749

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'CO2'  '395.47'] 1494427749 1494427749

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1494427749 1494427749

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1494427749 1494427749

Buildings Raw Sensor Data Corresponding to first 4 T(x)s W/ Average λ 18.75 T(x)s/Sec
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From Table 7.13, we can see a minimal amount out of orderedness initiating before the real world 

time values for the first set in transactions even arrive. If you focus on the “Time” column, you 

can clearly see how according to real world time, the sensor values are mostly all arriving out of 

order, with at most an out of orderedness variance in real world time by 5 minutes.  If you focus 

on the “Room” column, it can be seen that only two CP-106 values have arrived, being dominated 

by CP-206C values.  This indicates that the aggregator has to experience initial waiting from the 

start of the first transactions, with an immediate increase throughout the duration of all 1729 

transactions indicated by several increasingly large peaks in response time. So in the early stages 

of sensor values arriving, aggregation is impacted by out of orderedness, being influenced mostly 

by room, although slightly by sensor and real world time.   

Table 7.14 accounts for the sensor values that arrived during transaction 1301 to 1304, 

which was when highest response times  

Table 7.14 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to T(x)s 1301-1304 for the Buildings Topology W/ 

Average λ 18.75 T(x)/Sec 

 

were achieved for the buildings topology with an average arrival rate of 18.75 transactions per 

second.   

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '17:25:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'CO2'  '390.45'] 1494427794 1494427794

['9/27/2016'  '19:25:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '71.00'] 1494427794 1494427794

['9/27/2016'  '18:55:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '69.50'] 1494427794 1494427794

['9/27/2016'  '17:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AV'  '432.00'] 1494427794 1494427794

['9/27/2016'  '17:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1494427794 1494427794

['9/27/2016'  '19:15:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'CO2'  '372.53'] 1494427794 1494427794

['9/27/2016'  '19:20:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '324.00'] 1494427794 1494427794

['9/27/2016'  '18:35:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'CO2'  '393.32'] 1494427794 1494427794

['9/27/2016'  '17:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'CO2'  '396.90'] 1494427794 1494427794

['9/27/2016'  '17:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '392.00'] 1494427794 1494427794

['9/27/2016'  '18:55:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'RT'  '73.00'] 1494427794 1494427794

['9/27/2016'  '20:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '71.75'] 1494427794 1494427794

['9/27/2016'  '17:20:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'CO2'  '376.83'] 1494427794 1494427794

['9/27/2016'  '19:20:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '71.00'] 1494427794 1494427794

['9/27/2016'  '18:45:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AV'  '460.00'] 1494427794 1494427794

['9/27/2016'  '19:45:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1494427794 1494427794

Buildings Raw Sensor Data Corresponding T(x)s 1301 through 1304 W/ Average λ 18.75 T(x)s/Sec
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In the “Time” column, the real world time that the values were pushed to Kafka are highly out of 

order. Sensor values are arriving with an out of orderedness variance of 3 hours and 5 minute, with 

an even amount of values arriving by room and sensor type. Towards the final stages of sensor 

values arriving, out of orderedness is highly influenced by real world.  

Figure 7.6 shows the graph of the per transaction latency for the buildings topology with 

an average arrival rate of 224.25 transactions per second shows initially lower response times 

compared to the other arrival rates with more consistent response times throughout the entire 

duration of the 1729 transactions.   

 

Figure 7.6 Per Transaction Latency Plots for the Buildings Topology W/ Average λ 224.25 

T(x)/Sec 

We can see that response times are much more evenly distributed throughout the entire duration 

of the 1729 transactions, with either low or high response times from beginning to end.  We do not 

observe the spikes in response times as we saw in the experimental runs of lower arrival rates.  

Although queueing is taking place, as indicated by the high response times, the aggregator has a 
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higher chance that the sensor values it needs are already in queue because the arrival rate sends 

more sensor values per unit interval.  In the case of the lower arrival rates, the variances in response 

times show cases where the aggregator has to wait even longer because the values haven’t even 

arrived in the system yet. The difference in low and high response times range was 10.65 seconds.   

Table 7.15 shows raw sensor data from the buildings logs topology with an arrival rate of 

224.25 transactions per second after the experiment was ran.  This table contains the sensor values 

that account for the first 4 transactions that arrived.  The first 24 sensor values should all have a 

real world time of 00:00:00.  From table 7.15 we can see immediate out of orderedness initiating 

before the real world time values for the first set in transactions even arrive. If you focus on the 

“Time” column, you can clearly see how according to real world time, the sensor values are mostly 

all arriving out of order, with at most an out of orderedness variance in real world time by 25 

minutes.   

Table 7.15 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to first 4 T(x)s for the Buildings Topology W/ 

Average λ 224.25 T(x)/Sec 

If you focus on the “Room” column, it can be seen that no values from the second floor have 

arrived.  The “Sensor” column shows that all AT and RT values are missing.  This indicates that 

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kakfa Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'CO2'  '370.38'] 1494425980 1494425980

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'CO2'  '362.49'] 1494425980 1494425980

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AV'  '16.00'] 1494425980 1494425980

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1494425980 1494425980

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'CO2'  '370.38'] 1494425980 1494425980

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'CO2'  '371.81'] 1494425980 1494425980

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1494425980 1494425980

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'CO2'  '362.49'] 1494425980 1494425980

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AV'  '32.00'] 1494425980 1494425980

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'CO2'  '362.49'] 1494425980 1494425980

['9/27/2016'  '00:15:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'CO2'  '371.09'] 1494425980 1494425980

['9/27/2016'  '00:20:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'CO2'  '370.38'] 1494425980 1494425980

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AV'  '24.00'] 1494425980 1494425980

['9/27/2016'  '00:15:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'CO2'  '362.49'] 1494425980 1494425980

['9/27/2016'  '00:20:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'CO2'  '363.21'] 1494425980 1494425980

['9/27/2016'  '00:25:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'CO2'  '370.38'] 1494425980 1494425980

Buildings Raw Sensor Data Corresponding to first 4 T(x)s W/ Average λ 224.25 T(x)s/Sec
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the aggregator has to experience near worst case waiting from the start of the first transactions, 

throughout the duration of all 1729 transactions indicated by the consistently uniform and high 

response times. So in the early stages of sensor values arriving, aggregation is significant impacted 

by out of orderedness, being influenced by real world time, room, and sensor.  However, because 

the response times are either consistently high or low, this shows that the values are in the queue, 

but need to be retrieved and sent for aggregation.   

Table 7.16 accounts for the sensor values that arrived during transaction 1276 to 1279, 

which was when highest response times were achieved for the buildings topology with an average 

arrival rate of 224.25 transactions per second.   

Table 7.16 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to T(x)s 1276-1279 for the Buildings Topology W/ 

Average λ 224.25 T(x)/Sec 

  

In the “Time” column, the real world time that the values were pushed to Kafka are highly out of 

order. Sensor values are arriving with an out of orderedness variance of 3 hours and 45 minutes. 

Towards the final stages of sensor values arriving, room and sensor level out of orderednss began 

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kakfa Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '13:15:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1494425987 1494425987

['9/27/2016'  '13:20:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1494425987 1494425987

['9/27/2016'  '14:20:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '392.00'] 1494425987 1494425987

['9/27/2016'  '14:35:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'CO2'  '402.64'] 1494425987 1494425987

['9/27/2016'  '15:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'RT'  '71.25'] 1494425987 1494425987

['9/27/2016'  '15:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'RT'  '71.25'] 1494425987 1494425987

['9/27/2016'  '15:15:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1494425987 1494425987

['9/27/2016'  '15:20:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1494425987 1494425987

['9/27/2016'  '15:40:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '70.00'] 1494425987 1494425987

['9/27/2016'  '15:45:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AT'  '68.50'] 1494425987 1494425987

['9/27/2016'  '16:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '72.25'] 1494425987 1494425987

['9/27/2016'  '16:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1494425987 1494425987

['9/27/2016'  '16:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AV'  '460.00'] 1494425987 1494425987

['9/27/2016'  '16:15:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'CO2'  '419.85'] 1494425987 1494425987

['9/27/2016'  '16:20:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'CO2'  '411.24'] 1494425987 1494425987

['9/27/2016'  '17:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'RT'  '72.25'] 1494425987 1494425987

Buildings Raw Sensor Data Corresponding T(x)s 1276 through 1279 W/ Average λ 224.25 T(x)s/Sec
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to correct itself.  However, this topology was still highly influenced by real world time induced 

out of orderedness.  We still notice lower response times overall compared to the other arrival 

rates. At higher utilization rates, where the arrival rates are higher at 224.25 transactions per second 

in comparison to the other arrival rates, although there are higher influences of out of orderedness, 

values are arriving at much higher per second intervals that increase the chances of finding the 

value it needs.  With 224.25 transactions per second at an average response time of 8.65 seconds 

per job, nearly 1900 sensor values are arriving in the time it takes to complete a transaction tuple, 

which is significantly greater than the other arrival rates. 

The following are the graphs and tables from the per transaction latencies for the floors 

topology.  While similar in response times and behavior in comparison to the buildings topology, 

the following graphs show that by increasing the number of queues from M/D/1 to M/D/2, highest 

response times are achieved towards the end of the queue.    

Similar to the buildings topology, it is observed that at its highest arrival rate influenced 

utilization rate, 214.5 transactions per second, we can see the response times decrease and the 

worst case times are much more uniform in comparison to the lower arrival rates.  Again, at higher 

arrival rates, more values may arrive out of order.  Although out of orderedness in the case of the 

floors topology overall is significantly influenced by real world time, room, and sensor there is a 

significantly larger amount of values arriving per second during the time it takes on average to 

service jobs, which increases the chances of having all necessary values to complete a transaction 

to be in the queue.  At 214.5 transactions per second at an average response time of 5.13 to 

complete each transaction tuple, nearly 1100 values are arriving during the time it takes to service 

a job, which is significantly higher than in the cases of the lower arrival rates for the floors 

topology.  Likewise, we also observe that at lower utilization rates influenced by arrival rate, lower 
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arrival rates increase the likelihood of transactions values to become missing from a given arrival 

rate batch, forcing queueing and forcing the aggregator to have to wait for later batches to find the 

missing values. 

The following figures and tables are the complete set of points for the arrival rates 

generated for a single floors run. 

 

Figure 7.7 Per Transaction Latency Plots for the Floors Topology W/ Average λ 2.5 T(x)/Sec 
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Table 7.17 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to first 4 T(x)s for the Floors Topology W/ 

Average λ 2.5 T(x)/Sec 

 

 

 

Table 7.18 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to T(x)s 1621-1624 for the Floors Topology W/ 

Average λ 2.5 T(x)/Sec 

 

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1495213359 1495213359

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495213359 1495213359

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495213359 1495213364

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495213359 1495213364

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495213359 1495213364

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AV'  '16.00'] 1495213359 1495213359

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'RT'  '72.50'] 1495213359 1495213359

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495213359 1495213364

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AV'  '12.00'] 1495213359 1495213364

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'CO2'  '370.38'] 1495213359 1495213359

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1495213360 1495213360

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495213360 1495213360

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495213360 1495213364

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AV'  '32.00'] 1495213360 1495213360

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495213360 1495213364

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495213360 1495213364

Floors Raw Sensor Data Corresponding to first 4 T(x)s W/ Average λ 2.5 T(x)s/Sec

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '22:50:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1495213655 1495213655

['9/27/2016'  '22:25:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '71.75'] 1495213655 1495213655

['9/27/2016'  '22:30:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495213655 1495213655

['9/27/2016'  '23:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495213655 1495213655

['9/27/2016'  '22:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AV'  '400.00'] 1495213655 1495213655

['9/27/2016'  '22:25:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'CO2'  '394.75'] 1495213655 1495213655

['9/27/2016'  '22:55:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495213655 1495213655

['9/27/2016'  '22:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495213655 1495213656

['9/27/2016'  '22:20:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AV'  '468.00'] 1495213655 1495213656

['9/27/2016'  '22:25:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'CO2'  '376.11'] 1495213655 1495213656

['9/27/2016'  '21:50:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'CO2'  '391.88'] 1495213655 1495213656

['9/27/2016'  '21:55:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1495213656 1495213656

['9/27/2016'  '22:45:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495213656 1495213656

['9/27/2016'  '23:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495213656 1495213656

['9/27/2016'  '22:50:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'CO2'  '385.43'] 1495213656 1495213656

['9/27/2016'  '22:25:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '336.00'] 1495213656 1495213656

Floors Raw Sensor Data Corresponding T(x)s 1621 through 1624 W/ Average λ 2.5 T(x)s/Sec
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Figure 7.8 Per Transaction Latency Plots for the Floors Topology W/ Average λ 9.75 T(x)/Sec 
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Table 7.19 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to first 4 T(x)s for the Floors Topology W/ 

Average λ 9.75 T(x)/Sec 

 

 

Table 7.20 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to T(x)s 1429-1432 for the Floors Topology W/ 

Average λ 9.75 T(x)/Sec 

 

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495184399 1495184405

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495184399 1495184405

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'CO2'  '370.38'] 1495184399 1495184405

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495184399 1495184405

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'CO2'  '396.90'] 1495184399 1495184405

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AV'  '16.00'] 1495184400 1495184405

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495184400 1495184405

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495184400 1495184405

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495184400 1495184405

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'CO2'  '370.38'] 1495184400 1495184405

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'CO2'  '397.62'] 1495184400 1495184405

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AV'  '32.00'] 1495184400 1495184405

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495184400 1495184405

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495184400 1495184405

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'CO2'  '371.81'] 1495184400 1495184405

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495184400 1495184405

Floors Raw Sensor Data Corresponding to first 4 T(x)s W/ Average λ 9.75 T(x)s/Sec

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '19:40:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1495184450 1495184450

['9/27/2016'  '21:45:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'CO2'  '403.36'] 1495184450 1495184450

['9/27/2016'  '19:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'RT'  '73.00'] 1495184450 1495184450

['9/27/2016'  '19:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AV'  '460.00'] 1495184450 1495184450

['9/27/2016'  '20:25:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'RT'  '71.75'] 1495184450 1495184450

['9/27/2016'  '21:50:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495184450 1495184450

['9/27/2016'  '19:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '384.00'] 1495184450 1495184450

['9/27/2016'  '19:35:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AT'  '71.00'] 1495184450 1495184450

['9/27/2016'  '19:15:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AV'  '300.00'] 1495184450 1495184450

['9/27/2016'  '21:35:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'CO2'  '368.94'] 1495184450 1495184450

['9/27/2016'  '19:25:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'CO2'  '378.26'] 1495184450 1495184450

['9/27/2016'  '19:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '71.00'] 1495184450 1495184450

['9/27/2016'  '19:25:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '69.50'] 1495184450 1495184450

['9/27/2016'  '18:50:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '71.75'] 1495184450 1495184450

['9/27/2016'  '19:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'CO2'  '387.58'] 1495184450 1495184450

['9/27/2016'  '19:20:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '324.00'] 1495184450 1495184450

Floors Raw Sensor Data Corresponding T(x)s 1429 through 1432 W/ Average λ 9.75 T(x)s/Sec
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Figure 7.9 Per Transaction Latency Plots for the Floors Topology W/ Average λ 10 T(x)/Sec 
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Table 7.21 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to first 4 T(x)s for the Floors Topology W/ 

Average λ 10 T(x)/Sec 

 

 

Table 7.22 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to T(x)s 1582-1585 for the Floors Topology W/ 

Average λ 10 T(x)/Sec 

 

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AV'  '12.00'] 1495211123 1495211123

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '73.25'] 1495211123 1495211128

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495211123 1495211128

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AV'  '16.00'] 1495211123 1495211128

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495211123 1495211123

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'CO2'  '389.73'] 1495211123 1495211128

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'CO2'  '370.38'] 1495211123 1495211128

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495211123 1495211123

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'CO2'  '401.92'] 1495211123 1495211124

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AV'  '20.00'] 1495211124 1495211124

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AV'  '8.00'] 1495211124 1495211124

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '73.25'] 1495211124 1495211128

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495211124 1495211128

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AV'  '32.00'] 1495211124 1495211128

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495211124 1495211124

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'CO2'  '391.17'] 1495211124 1495211128

Floors Raw Sensor Data Corresponding to first 4 T(x)s W/ Average λ 10 T(x)s/Sec

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '21:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AV'  '400.00'] 1495211204 1495211204

['9/27/2016'  '21:30:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'RT'  '71.75'] 1495211204 1495211204

['9/27/2016'  '23:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495211204 1495211204

['9/27/2016'  '21:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495211204 1495211204

['9/27/2016'  '21:15:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '69.50'] 1495211204 1495211204

['9/27/2016'  '22:45:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '72.50'] 1495211204 1495211204

['9/27/2016'  '23:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'CO2'  '389.73'] 1495211204 1495211204

['9/27/2016'  '22:50:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495211204 1495211204

['9/27/2016'  '22:50:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'CO2'  '381.13'] 1495211204 1495211204

['9/27/2016'  '22:55:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'CO2'  '363.21'] 1495211204 1495211204

['9/27/2016'  '21:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'RT'  '73.00'] 1495211204 1495211204

['9/27/2016'  '22:45:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495211204 1495211204

['9/27/2016'  '22:45:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495211204 1495211204

['9/27/2016'  '21:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '428.00'] 1495211204 1495211204

['9/27/2016'  '22:40:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495211204 1495211204

['9/27/2016'  '21:15:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'RT'  '71.75'] 1495211204 1495211204

Floors Raw Sensor Data Corresponding T(x)s 1582 through 1585 W/ Average λ 10 T(x)s/Sec
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Figure 7.10 Per Transaction Latency Plots for the Floors Topology W/ Average λ 18.75 T(x)/Sec 
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Table 7.23 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to first 4 T(x)s for the Floors Topology W/ 

Average λ 18.75 T(x)/Sec 

 

 

Table 7.24 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to T(x)s 1633-1636 for the Floors Topology W/ 

Average λ 18.75 T(x)/Sec 

 

 

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'CO2'  '389.73'] 1495185743 1495185743

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AV'  '12.00'] 1495185743 1495185743

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AV'  '20.00'] 1495185743 1495185743

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495185743 1495185743

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'CO2'  '362.49'] 1495185743 1495185743

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AT'  '72.50'] 1495185743 1495185743

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495185743 1495185743

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'RT'  '71.75'] 1495185743 1495185743

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495185743 1495185743

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495185743 1495185743

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'CO2'  '370.38'] 1495185743 1495185743

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495185743 1495185743

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495185743 1495185743

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'CO2'  '399.77'] 1495185743 1495185743

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'CO2'  '401.92'] 1495185743 1495185743

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'CO2'  '391.17'] 1495185743 1495185743

Floors Raw Sensor Data Corresponding to first 4 T(x)s W/ Average λ 18.75 T(x)s/Sec

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '21:45:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495185811 1495185811

['9/27/2016'  '21:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495185811 1495185811

['9/27/2016'  '21:20:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '71.75'] 1495185811 1495185811

['9/27/2016'  '23:50:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495185811 1495185811

['9/27/2016'  '23:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'CO2'  '380.41'] 1495185811 1495185811

['9/27/2016'  '23:50:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495185811 1495185811

['9/27/2016'  '23:25:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1495185811 1495185811

['9/27/2016'  '23:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'CO2'  '389.73'] 1495185811 1495185811

['9/27/2016'  '23:50:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AT'  '72.50'] 1495185811 1495185811

['9/27/2016'  '21:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '69.50'] 1495185811 1495185811

['9/27/2016'  '21:30:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'CO2'  '402.64'] 1495185811 1495185811

['9/27/2016'  '21:45:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '472.00'] 1495185811 1495185811

['9/27/2016'  '21:30:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'RT'  '71.75'] 1495185811 1495185811

['9/27/2016'  '22:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495185811 1495185811

['9/27/2016'  '23:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495185811 1495185811

['9/27/2016'  '23:15:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'RT'  '73.25'] 1495185811 1495185811

Floors Raw Sensor Data Corresponding T(x)s 1633 through 1636 W/ Average λ 18.75 T(x)s/Sec
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Figure 7.11 Per Transaction Latency Plots for the Floors Topology W/ Average λ 40.25 T(x)/Sec 
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Table 7.25 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to first 4 T(x)s for the Floors Topology W/ 

Average λ 40.25 T(x)/Sec 

 

 

 

Table 7.26 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to T(x)s 1582-1585 for the Floors Topology W/ 

Average λ 40.25 T(x)/Sec 

 

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495183423 1495183423

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'RT'  '71.75'] 1495183423 1495183423

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1495183423 1495183423

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495183423 1495183423

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'CO2'  '396.90'] 1495183423 1495183423

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AV'  '12.00'] 1495183423 1495183423

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'CO2'  '401.92'] 1495183423 1495183423

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AV'  '16.00'] 1495183423 1495183423

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495183423 1495183423

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495183423 1495183423

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'RT'  '71.75'] 1495183423 1495183423

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'RT'  '72.50'] 1495183423 1495183423

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'CO2'  '389.73'] 1495183423 1495183423

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '73.25'] 1495183423 1495183423

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495183423 1495183423

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495183423 1495183423

Floors Raw Sensor Data Corresponding to first 4 T(x)s W/ Average λ 40.25 T(x)s/Sec

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '19:25:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '71.00'] 1495183462 1495183463

['9/27/2016'  '22:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'CO2'  '369.66'] 1495183462 1495183463

['9/27/2016'  '22:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AV'  '400.00'] 1495183462 1495183463

['9/27/2016'  '20:20:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'CO2'  '378.26'] 1495183462 1495183463

['9/27/2016'  '20:40:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495183462 1495183463

['9/27/2016'  '22:40:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495183463 1495183463

['9/27/2016'  '23:15:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'CO2'  '384.71'] 1495183463 1495183463

['9/27/2016'  '22:20:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'CO2'  '391.88'] 1495183463 1495183463

['9/27/2016'  '23:45:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495183463 1495183463

['9/27/2016'  '20:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '384.00'] 1495183463 1495183463

['9/27/2016'  '22:20:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '71.75'] 1495183463 1495183463

['9/27/2016'  '21:55:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495183463 1495183463

['9/27/2016'  '22:50:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'RT'  '73.25'] 1495183463 1495183463

['9/27/2016'  '19:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AT'  '68.50'] 1495183463 1495183463

['9/27/2016'  '20:45:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495183463 1495183463

['9/27/2016'  '22:15:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '69.00'] 1495183463 1495183463

Floors Raw Sensor Data Corresponding T(x)s 1582 through 1585 W/ Average λ 40.25 T(x)s/Sec
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Figure 7.12 Per Transaction Latency Plots for the Floors Topology W/ Average λ 214.5 T(x)/Sec 
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Table 7.27 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to first 4 T(x)s for the Floors Topology W/ 

Average λ 214.5 T(x)/Sec 

 

 

Table 7.28 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to T(x)s 1633-1636 for the Floors Topology W/ 

Average λ 214.5 T(x)/Sec 

 

 

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495282875 1495282880

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495282875 1495282880

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495282875 1495282880

['9/27/2016'  '00:15:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495282875 1495282880

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495282875 1495282880

['9/27/2016'  '00:20:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495282875 1495282880

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'CO2'  '370.38'] 1495282875 1495282880

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495282875 1495282880

['9/27/2016'  '00:25:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495282875 1495282880

['9/27/2016'  '00:30:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495282875 1495282880

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'CO2'  '370.38'] 1495282875 1495282880

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495282875 1495282880

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495282875 1495282880

['9/27/2016'  '00:35:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495282875 1495282880

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'CO2'  '389.73'] 1495282875 1495282880

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495282875 1495282880

Floors Raw Sensor Data Corresponding to first 4 T(x)s W/ Average λ 214.5 T(x)s/Sec

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '21:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'CO2'  '378.26'] 1495282882 1495282882

['9/27/2016'  '21:15:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'CO2'  '384.00'] 1495282882 1495282882

['9/27/2016'  '21:25:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '69.50'] 1495282882 1495282882

['9/27/2016'  '21:40:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AT'  '70.00'] 1495282882 1495282882

['9/27/2016'  '21:45:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AV'  '296.00'] 1495282882 1495282882

['9/27/2016'  '21:50:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AV'  '300.00'] 1495282882 1495282882

['9/27/2016'  '21:55:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '71.75'] 1495282882 1495282882

['9/27/2016'  '22:25:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495282882 1495282882

['9/27/2016'  '22:25:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AV'  '456.00'] 1495282882 1495282882

['9/27/2016'  '22:30:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495282882 1495282882

['9/27/2016'  '22:30:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AV'  '456.00'] 1495282882 1495282882

['9/27/2016'  '22:30:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495282882 1495282882

['9/27/2016'  '22:40:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495282882 1495282882

['9/27/2016'  '22:40:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'RT'  '71.75'] 1495282882 1495282882

['9/27/2016'  '22:40:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'CO2'  '397.62'] 1495282882 1495282882

['9/27/2016'  '22:45:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495282882 1495282882

Floors Raw Sensor Data Corresponding T(x)s 1633 through 1636 W/ Average λ 214.5 T(x)s/Sec
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The graph from the per transaction latency for the rooms topology shows a significant 

decrease in the low and high response times in the M/D/6 rooms topology in comparison to both 

the M/D/2 floors and M/D/1 buildings topology.  In the worst case scenario under the lowest 

utilization rates influenced by the lowest arrival rates, we see greater than a 2 times decrease in 

response time from 36 seconds to 15 seconds.  This lets us know that the degree of out of 

orderedness is lower in the case of the rooms topology.   

Figure 7.13 shows the graph from the per transaction latency for the rooms topology with 

an average arrival rate of 1.25 transactions per second shows a considerable decrease in response 

time in comparison to the buildings and floors topology at lower arrival rates.  If we look at the 

per transaction latencies from the head, as shown underneath the complete transaction latency, we 

can see in the initial stages, almost all values are arriving in order.  When response times are at its 

highest, more transactions are arriving out of order, but with a very low degree of out of 

orderedness, as many of the tail end 60 transactions still appear on the lower end of the response 

time range.   

 

Figure 7.13 Per Transaction Latency Plots for the Rooms Topology W/ Average λ 1.25 T(x)/Sec 
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However, we still see a significant amount of variance in between response times per transaction.   

Table 7.29 shows raw sensor data from the rooms topology logs after the experiment was 

ran.  The first table contains the sensor values that account for the first 4 transactions that arrived.  

If you focus on the “Time” column, you can clearly see how according to real world time, all real 

world time values occurred in successive 5 minute periods.  In addition, all sensors values for CP-

106 as well as all AT values arrived in order.   

Table 7.29 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to first 4 T(x)s for the Rooms Topology W/ 

Average λ 1.25 T(x)/Sec 

 

So in the early stages of sensor values arriving, aggregation is impacted by out of orderedness, 

being influenced minimally by room and sensor.  The logs further show that the sequence takes 

care of AT first, followed by AV, CO2, and RT respectively.  So at room level granularity, the 

values are arriving in order.  So the only influence that is affecting the out of orderedness in this 

case is the real world time, with a minimally negative impact. 

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1495324480 1495324485

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1495324480 1495324485

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1495324480 1495324485

['9/27/2016'  '00:15:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1495324481 1495324485

['9/27/2016'  '00:20:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495324481 1495324485

['9/27/2016'  '00:25:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495324481 1495324485

['9/27/2016'  '00:30:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495324481 1495324485

['9/27/2016'  '00:35:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495324481 1495324485

['9/27/2016'  '00:40:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495324482 1495324485

['9/27/2016'  '00:45:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495324482 1495324485

['9/27/2016'  '00:50:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495324482 1495324485

['9/27/2016'  '00:55:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495324482 1495324485

['9/27/2016'  '01:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495324483 1495324485

['9/27/2016'  '01:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495324483 1495324485

['9/27/2016'  '01:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495324483 1495324485

['9/27/2016'  '01:15:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495324483 1495324485

Rooms Raw Sensor Data Corresponding to first 4 T(x)s W/ Average λ 1.25 T(x)s/Sec
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  Table 7.30 accounts for the sensor values that arrived during transaction 1327 to 1330, 

which was when highest response times were achieved for the rooms topology.  

Table 7.30 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to T(x)s 1328-1330 for the Rooms Topology W/ 

Average λ 1.25 T(x)/Sec 

 

In the “Time” column, the real world time that the values were pushed to Kafka are highly out of 

order.  However, in comparison to buildings and floors that experienced up to 4 hours of real world 

time variances, sensor values for the rooms topology with an average arrival rate of 1.25 

transactions per second are arriving with an out of orderedness variance of 25 minutes.  Towards 

the final stages of sensor values arriving, out of orderedness is minimally influenced by both room 

and sensor. 

The following are the figures and tables for the rest of the arrival rates in the rooms 

topology.   

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '18:25:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AT'  '67.50'] 1495324539 1495324539

['9/27/2016'  '18:25:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'CO2'  '390.45'] 1495324539 1495324539

['9/27/2016'  '18:25:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'CO2'  '397.62'] 1495324539 1495324539

['9/27/2016'  '18:15:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'CO2'  '395.47'] 1495324539 1495324540

['9/27/2016'  '18:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '72.25'] 1495324539 1495324540

['9/27/2016'  '18:25:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1495324539 1495324540

['9/27/2016'  '18:45:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'RT'  '73.50'] 1495324539 1495324540

['9/27/2016'  '18:30:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'CO2'  '383.28'] 1495324539 1495324540

['9/27/2016'  '18:20:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'RT'  '71.75'] 1495324539 1495324540

['9/27/2016'  '18:20:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AV'  '432.00'] 1495324539 1495324540

['9/27/2016'  '18:30:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'RT'  '72.25'] 1495324539 1495324540

['9/27/2016'  '18:15:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'CO2'  '370.38'] 1495324539 1495324540

['9/27/2016'  '18:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AV'  '468.00'] 1495324539 1495324540

['9/27/2016'  '18:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'CO2'  '378.26'] 1495324540 1495324540

['9/27/2016'  '18:25:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495324540 1495324540

['9/27/2016'  '18:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '392.00'] 1495324540 1495324540

Rooms Raw Sensor Data Corresponding T(x)s 1327 through 1330 W/ Average λ 1.25 T(x)s/Sec
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Figure 7.14 Per Transaction Latency Plots for the Rooms Topology W/ Average λ 1 T(x)/Sec 
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Table 7.31 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to first 4 T(x)s for the Rooms Topology W/ 

Average λ 1 T(x)/Sec 

 

Table 7.32 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to T(x)s 1646-1649 for the Rooms Topology W/ 

Average λ 1 T(x)/Sec 

 

 

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'CO2'  '362.49'] 1495332883 1495332883

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'RT'  '72.50'] 1495332883 1495332888

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495332883 1495332883

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495332883 1495332888

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'CO2'  '362.49'] 1495332884 1495332884

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495332884 1495332884

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'RT'  '72.50'] 1495332884 1495332888

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495332884 1495332888

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'CO2'  '362.49'] 1495332885 1495332885

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495332885 1495332885

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'RT'  '72.50'] 1495332885 1495332888

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495332885 1495332888

['9/27/2016'  '00:15:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'CO2'  '362.49'] 1495332886 1495332886

['9/27/2016'  '00:15:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495332886 1495332886

['9/27/2016'  '00:15:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'RT'  '72.50'] 1495332886 1495332888

['9/27/2016'  '00:15:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495332886 1495332888

Rooms Raw Sensor Data Corresponding to first 4 T(x)s W/ Average λ 1 T(x)s/Sec

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '22:40:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495333182 1495333182

['9/27/2016'  '22:55:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AV'  '4.00'] 1495333183 1495333183

['9/27/2016'  '22:30:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'RT'  '71.75'] 1495333183 1495333183

['9/27/2016'  '22:35:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '71.75'] 1495333183 1495333183

['9/27/2016'  '22:55:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'CO2'  '399.77'] 1495333183 1495333183

['9/27/2016'  '22:30:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'CO2'  '366.07'] 1495333183 1495333183

['9/27/2016'  '22:55:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495333183 1495333183

['9/27/2016'  '23:40:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'RT'  '72.25'] 1495333183 1495333183

['9/27/2016'  '23:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '71.00'] 1495333183 1495333183

['9/27/2016'  '22:55:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'CO2'  '382.56'] 1495333183 1495333183

['9/27/2016'  '22:45:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495333183 1495333183

['9/27/2016'  '23:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495333183 1495333183

['9/27/2016'  '22:45:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495333183 1495333183

['9/27/2016'  '23:15:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'CO2'  '363.21'] 1495333183 1495333183

['9/27/2016'  '23:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495333183 1495333183

['9/27/2016'  '22:35:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'CO2'  '391.88'] 1495333183 1495333183

Rooms Raw Sensor Data Corresponding T(x)s 1646 through 1649 W/ Average λ 1 T(x)s/Sec
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Figure 7.15 Per Transaction Latency Plots for the Rooms Topology W/ Average λ 7 T(x)/Sec 
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Table 7.33 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to first 4 T(x)s for the Rooms Topology W/ 

Average λ 7 T(x)/Sec 

 

 

Table 7.34 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to T(x)s 562-565 for the Rooms Topology W/ 

Average λ 7 T(x)/Sec 

 

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AV'  '20.00'] 1495298806 1495298806

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495298806 1495298811

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495298806 1495298806

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AV'  '16.00'] 1495298806 1495298806

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495298806 1495298811

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495298806 1495298806

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AV'  '12.00'] 1495298806 1495298806

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495298806 1495298811

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495298806 1495298806

['9/27/2016'  '00:15:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AV'  '24.00'] 1495298806 1495298806

['9/27/2016'  '00:15:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495298806 1495298811

['9/27/2016'  '00:15:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495298806 1495298806

['9/27/2016'  '00:20:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AV'  '8.00'] 1495298806 1495298806

['9/27/2016'  '00:20:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495298806 1495298811

['9/27/2016'  '00:20:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495298806 1495298806

['9/27/2016'  '00:25:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AV'  '12.00'] 1495298806 1495298806

Rooms Raw Sensor Data Corresponding to first 4 T(x)s W/ Average λ 7 T(x)s/Sec

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '07:55:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'CO2'  '410.52'] 1495298824 1495298824

['9/27/2016'  '10:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'RT'  '72.50'] 1495298824 1495298824

['9/27/2016'  '07:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'CO2'  '403.36'] 1495298824 1495298824

['9/27/2016'  '07:15:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'CO2'  '376.83'] 1495298824 1495298824

['9/27/2016'  '07:30:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AV'  '612.00'] 1495298824 1495298824

['9/27/2016'  '07:35:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1495298824 1495298824

['9/27/2016'  '07:25:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '72.75'] 1495298824 1495298824

['9/27/2016'  '07:25:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '71.00'] 1495298824 1495298824

['9/27/2016'  '10:20:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '576.00'] 1495298824 1495298824

['9/27/2016'  '10:20:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AV'  '300.00'] 1495298824 1495298824

['9/27/2016'  '07:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'CO2'  '414.83'] 1495298824 1495298824

['9/27/2016'  '07:30:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495298824 1495298824

['9/27/2016'  '08:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'CO2'  '411.96'] 1495298824 1495298824

['9/27/2016'  '07:35:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '69.50'] 1495298824 1495298824

['9/27/2016'  '07:35:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AT'  '71.00'] 1495298824 1495298824

['9/27/2016'  '07:45:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'RT'  '72.50'] 1495298824 1495298824

Rooms Raw Sensor Data Corresponding T(x)s 562 through 565 W/ Average λ 7 T(x)s/Sec
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Figure 7.16 Per Transaction Latency Plots for the Rooms Topology W/ Average λ 10.5 T(x)/Sec 
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Table 7.35 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to first 4 T(x)s for the Rooms Topology W/ 

Average λ 10.5 T(x)/Sec 

 

 

Table 7.36 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to T(x)s 1225-1228 for the Rooms Topology W/ 

Average λ 10.5 T(x)/Sec 

 

 

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AT'  '72.50'] 1495301073 1495301078

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1495301073 1495301078

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'RT'  '72.50'] 1495301073 1495301078

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'CO2'  '401.92'] 1495301073 1495301078

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495301073 1495301078

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495301073 1495301078

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AV'  '20.00'] 1495301073 1495301078

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AT'  '72.50'] 1495301073 1495301078

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1495301073 1495301078

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'RT'  '72.50'] 1495301073 1495301078

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495301073 1495301078

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'CO2'  '395.47'] 1495301073 1495301078

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495301073 1495301078

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AV'  '16.00'] 1495301073 1495301078

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AT'  '72.50'] 1495301073 1495301078

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1495301073 1495301078

Rooms Raw Sensor Data Corresponding to first 4 T(x)s W/ Average λ 10.5 T(x)s/Sec

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '15:55:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1495301116 1495301116

['9/27/2016'  '16:15:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495301116 1495301116

['9/27/2016'  '15:50:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1495301116 1495301116

['9/27/2016'  '16:20:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '72.25'] 1495301116 1495301116

['9/27/2016'  '16:40:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'RT'  '72.25'] 1495301116 1495301116

['9/27/2016'  '19:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AT'  '68.50'] 1495301116 1495301116

['9/27/2016'  '18:25:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '69.50'] 1495301116 1495301116

['9/27/2016'  '18:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AV'  '300.00'] 1495301116 1495301116

['9/27/2016'  '16:45:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AV'  '448.00'] 1495301116 1495301116

['9/27/2016'  '15:50:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AV'  '464.00'] 1495301116 1495301116

['9/27/2016'  '16:25:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'CO2'  '401.20'] 1495301116 1495301116

['9/27/2016'  '16:45:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AV'  '440.00'] 1495301116 1495301116

['9/27/2016'  '16:25:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'CO2'  '395.47'] 1495301116 1495301116

['9/27/2016'  '16:35:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '576.00'] 1495301116 1495301116

['9/27/2016'  '16:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495301116 1495301116

['9/27/2016'  '16:35:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'CO2'  '394.03'] 1495301116 1495301116

Rooms Raw Sensor Data Corresponding T(x)s 1225 through 1228 W/ Average λ 10.5 T(x)s/Sec
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Figure 7.17 Per Transaction Latency Plots for the Rooms Topology W/ Average λ 17.75 T(x)/Sec 
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Table 7.37 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to first 4 T(x)s for the Rooms Topology W/ 

Average λ 17.75 T(x)/Sec 

 

 

Table 7.38 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to T(x)s 913-916 for the Rooms Topology W/ 

Average λ 17.75 T(x)/Sec 

 

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AV'  '16.00'] 1495329867 1495329872

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AT'  '72.50'] 1495329867 1495329872

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495329867 1495329872

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'RT'  '71.75'] 1495329867 1495329872

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1495329867 1495329872

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495329867 1495329872

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AV'  '20.00'] 1495329867 1495329872

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'RT'  '72.50'] 1495329867 1495329872

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495329867 1495329872

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'CO2'  '396.90'] 1495329867 1495329872

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495329867 1495329872

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495329867 1495329872

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AV'  '12.00'] 1495329867 1495329872

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'CO2'  '401.92'] 1495329867 1495329872

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495329867 1495329872

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495329867 1495329872

Rooms Raw Sensor Data Corresponding to first 4 T(x)s W/ Average λ 17.75 T(x)s/Sec

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '12:55:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'RT'  '71.75'] 1495329913 1495329913

['9/27/2016'  '11:25:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'CO2'  '378.98'] 1495329913 1495329913

['9/27/2016'  '13:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1495329913 1495329913

['9/27/2016'  '12:45:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495329913 1495329913

['9/27/2016'  '11:30:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '384.00'] 1495329913 1495329913

['9/27/2016'  '11:45:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '72.25'] 1495329913 1495329913

['9/27/2016'  '12:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'CO2'  '405.51'] 1495329913 1495329913

['9/27/2016'  '13:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1495329913 1495329913

['9/27/2016'  '13:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'CO2'  '406.94'] 1495329913 1495329913

['9/27/2016'  '13:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AT'  '69.00'] 1495329913 1495329913

['9/27/2016'  '11:40:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'CO2'  '398.34'] 1495329913 1495329913

['9/27/2016'  '13:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AT'  '71.00'] 1495329913 1495329913

['9/27/2016'  '12:50:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AV'  '300.00'] 1495329913 1495329913

['9/27/2016'  '13:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'RT'  '70.25'] 1495329913 1495329913

['9/27/2016'  '13:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '328.00'] 1495329913 1495329913

['9/27/2016'  '13:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AV'  '436.00'] 1495329913 1495329913

Rooms Raw Sensor Data Corresponding T(x)s 913 through 916 W/ Average λ 17.75 T(x)s/Sec
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Figure 7.18 Per Transaction Latency Plots for the Rooms Topology W/ Average λ 118 T(x)/Sec 
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Table 7.39 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to first 4 T(x)s for the Rooms Topology W/ 

Average λ 118 T(x)/Sec 

 

 

Table 7.40 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to T(x)s 1684-1687 for the Rooms Topology W/ 

Average λ 118 T(x)/Sec

 

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495296901 1495296906

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495296901 1495296906

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495296901 1495296906

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495296901 1495296906

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'CO2'  '401.92'] 1495296901 1495296906

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495296901 1495296901

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495296901 1495296906

['9/27/2016'  '00:15:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AT'  '72.50'] 1495296901 1495296906

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'CO2'  '395.47'] 1495296901 1495296906

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495296901 1495296901

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495296901 1495296906

['9/27/2016'  '00:15:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495296901 1495296906

['9/27/2016'  '00:20:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495296901 1495296906

['9/27/2016'  '00:20:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AT'  '72.50'] 1495296901 1495296906

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'CO2'  '388.30'] 1495296901 1495296906

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495296901 1495296901

Rooms Raw Sensor Data Corresponding to first 4 T(x)s W/ Average λ 118 T(x)s/Sec

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '23:25:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AV'  '16.00'] 1495296908 1495296908

['9/27/2016'  '23:25:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'CO2'  '395.47'] 1495296908 1495296908

['9/27/2016'  '23:25:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495296908 1495296908

['9/27/2016'  '23:30:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AV'  '16.00'] 1495296908 1495296908

['9/27/2016'  '23:30:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495296908 1495296908

['9/27/2016'  '23:35:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'CO2'  '363.92'] 1495296908 1495296908

['9/27/2016'  '23:35:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '72.75'] 1495296908 1495296908

['9/27/2016'  '23:35:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495296908 1495296908

['9/27/2016'  '23:40:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'CO2'  '363.21'] 1495296908 1495296908

['9/27/2016'  '23:40:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '72.75'] 1495296908 1495296908

['9/27/2016'  '21:30:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'RT'  '73.00'] 1495296908 1495296908

['9/27/2016'  '21:35:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'CO2'  '390.45'] 1495296908 1495296908

['9/27/2016'  '21:40:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'CO2'  '389.02'] 1495296908 1495296908

['9/27/2016'  '22:40:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495296908 1495296908

['9/27/2016'  '22:45:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495296908 1495296908

['9/27/2016'  '22:45:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495296908 1495296908

Rooms Raw Sensor Data Corresponding T(x)s 1684 through 1687 W/ Average λ 118 T(x)s/Sec
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The graph from the per transaction latency for the sensors topology in Figure 7.4 shows 

the least amount of variance in response times.  As we add the most number of computational 

servers to this M/D/24 model, the variance in response time drops from 26 seconds in the case of 

buildings topology to 11 seconds.  This indicates that the sensors topology has the most sensor 

values arriving in order.   

Figure 7.19 shows the graph from the per transaction latency for the sensors topology with 

an average arrival rate of 241.75 transactions per second shows the best results out of all 

topologies.  

 

 

Figure 7.19 Per Transaction Latency Plots for the Sensors Topology W/ Average λ 241.75 

T(x)/Sec 

In the per transaction latency plots, we can see that in the worst case, the response time is 

approximately 10 seconds to service jobs.  In the worst case, the sensors topology at higher 

utilization rates perform 3.5 times better than buildings and floors and 1.6 times better than the 

rooms topology.     
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In the case of the buildings and floors topologies, sensor values were routed in such a way 

that its out of orderedness was influenced by real world time, room, and sensor type.  We were 

able to minimize the influence of room in the case of the rooms topology, where data was routed 

and pre-aggregated according to room before it was sent for aggregation.  At its finest granularity, 

the sensors topology pre-aggregates by room and sensor type, only considering real world time to 

influence its out of orderedness.  Since the aggregator knows that a transaction it needs 4 sensor 

values from the same room and real world time, it knows that once it receives one sensor value or 

a specific sensor type, it no longer needs to consider any values or that sensor type to complete the 

rest of its transaction.  This is not the case for the rooms topology, where even if, for example, it 

finds a sensor value for CP-103-AT at real world time 00:00:00, it still runs the likelihood of 

running across more CP-103-AT sensors of different sensor types when it should only consider 

the remaining AV, CO2, and RT sensors.  This is considered in the sensors topology. 

From table 7.41, we can observe an immediate out of orderedness initiating before the real 

world time values for the first set in transactions even arrive.  

Table 7.41 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to first 4 T(x)s for the Sensors Topology W/ 

Average λ 241.75 T(x)/Sec 

  

If you focus on the “Time” column, you can clearly see how according to real world time, the 

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'CO2'  '389.73'] 1495336165 1495336167

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495336165 1495336167

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AV'  '20.00'] 1495336165 1495336167

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AV'  '16.00'] 1495336165 1495336167

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495336165 1495336165

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1495336165 1495336165

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'CO2'  '396.90'] 1495336165 1495336165

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495336165 1495336167

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'CO2'  '391.17'] 1495336165 1495336167

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AV'  '12.00'] 1495336165 1495336167

['9/27/2016'  '00:15:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AV'  '24.00'] 1495336165 1495336167

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495336165 1495336165

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495336165 1495336165

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495336165 1495336167

['9/27/2016'  '00:15:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495336165 1495336165

['9/27/2016'  '00:20:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AV'  '8.00'] 1495336165 1495336167

Sensors Raw Sensor Data Corresponding to first 4 T(x)s W/ Average λ 241.75 T(x)s/Sec
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sensor values are mostly all arriving out of order, with at most an out of orderedness variance in 

real world time by 25 minutes. While according to the log, there is out of orderedness that occurs 

on the real world time, room, and sensor level, what is not depicted in this log is that these are the 

values of 24 consumer threads running in parallel. So in the early stages of sensor values arriving, 

aggregation is significant impacted by out of orderedness, being influenced by real world time, 

room, and sensor type.   

Table 7.42 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to T(x)s 1684-1687 for the Sensors Topology W/ 

Average λ 241.75 T(x)/Sec 

 

 Table 7.42 shows that over time, the out of orderedness according to room and sensor is at 

a much lower risk, with most of those values arriving in order.  Again, the biggest influence on out 

of orderedness in this topology is the real world time at which they arrive.  

The following are the figures and tables for the remaining arrival rates for the sensors 

topology.  

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '21:20:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'CO2'  '390.45'] 1495336173 1495336173

['9/27/2016'  '21:55:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'CO2'  '369.66'] 1495336173 1495336173

['9/27/2016'  '22:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'CO2'  '369.66'] 1495336173 1495336173

['9/27/2016'  '22:30:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495336173 1495336173

['9/27/2016'  '22:35:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AT'  '72.50'] 1495336173 1495336173

['9/27/2016'  '22:40:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495336173 1495336173

['9/27/2016'  '23:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AV'  '16.00'] 1495336173 1495336173

['9/27/2016'  '23:15:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'RT'  '73.25'] 1495336173 1495336173

['9/27/2016'  '23:20:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'CO2'  '382.56'] 1495336173 1495336173

['9/27/2016'  '23:25:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'CO2'  '381.13'] 1495336173 1495336173

['9/27/2016'  '23:45:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '72.75'] 1495336173 1495336173

['9/27/2016'  '23:50:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'CO2'  '360.34'] 1495336173 1495336173

['9/27/2016'  '23:50:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '72.75'] 1495336173 1495336173

['9/27/2016'  '23:50:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495336173 1495336173

['9/27/2016'  '23:50:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495336173 1495336173

['9/27/2016'  '23:55:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495336173 1495336173

Sensors Raw Sensor Data Corresponding T(x)s 1684 through 1687 W/ Average λ 241.75 T(x)s/Sec
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Figure 7.20 Per Transaction Latency Plots for the Sensors Topology W/ Average λ 3.75 T(x)/Sec 
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Table 7.43 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to first 4 T(x)s for the Sensors Topology W/ 

Average λ 3.75 T(x)/Sec 

 

 

Table 7.44 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to T(x)s 1726-1729 for the Sensors Topology W/ 

Average λ 3.75 T(x)/Sec 

 

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'CO2'  '389.73'] 1495381705 1495381707

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AV'  '12.00'] 1495381705 1495381705

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495381705 1495381707

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1495381705 1495381707

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '73.25'] 1495381705 1495381707

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'CO2'  '362.49'] 1495381705 1495381705

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495381705 1495381705

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'CO2'  '399.77'] 1495381705 1495381705

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495381705 1495381705

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495381705 1495381705

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495381705 1495381707

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AV'  '20.00'] 1495381705 1495381705

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495381705 1495381705

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'CO2'  '396.90'] 1495381705 1495381707

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AV'  '8.00'] 1495381706 1495381706

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'CO2'  '391.17'] 1495381706 1495381707

Sensors Raw Sensor Data Corresponding to first 4 T(x)s W/ Average λ 3.75 T(x)s/Sec

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '23:30:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495382017 1495382017

['9/27/2016'  '23:45:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'RT'  '73.25'] 1495382017 1495382017

['9/27/2016'  '23:50:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495382018 1495382018

['9/27/2016'  '23:55:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495382018 1495382018

['9/27/2016'  '23:55:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1495382018 1495382018

['9/27/2016'  '23:45:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'RT'  '72.25'] 1495382018 1495382018

['9/27/2016'  '23:35:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495382018 1495382018

['9/27/2016'  '23:50:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'RT'  '73.25'] 1495382018 1495382019

['9/27/2016'  '23:55:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495382019 1495382019

['9/27/2016'  '23:40:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495382019 1495382019

['9/27/2016'  '23:50:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'RT'  '72.25'] 1495382019 1495382020

['9/27/2016'  '23:55:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'RT'  '73.25'] 1495382020 1495382020

['9/27/2016'  '23:45:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495382020 1495382020

['9/27/2016'  '23:55:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'RT'  '72.25'] 1495382021 1495382021

['9/27/2016'  '23:50:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495382021 1495382021

['9/27/2016'  '23:55:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495382022 1495382023

Sensors Raw Sensor Data Corresponding T(x)s 1726 through 1729 W/ Average λ 3.75 T(x)s/Sec
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Figure 7.21 Per Transaction Latency Plots for the Sensors Topology W/ Average λ 13.25 

T(x)/Sec 
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Table 7.45 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to first 4 T(x)s for the Sensors Topology W/ 

Average λ 13.25 T(x)/Sec 

 

 

Table 7.46 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to T(x)s 1276-1279 for the Sensors Topology W/ 

Average λ 13.25 T(x)/Sec 

 

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'RT'  '71.75'] 1495343093 1495343095

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495343093 1495343096

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '73.25'] 1495343093 1495343096

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AV'  '16.00'] 1495343093 1495343095

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495343093 1495343094

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495343094 1495343096

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495343094 1495343095

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495343094 1495343094

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495343094 1495343096

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'RT'  '71.75'] 1495343094 1495343095

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '73.25'] 1495343094 1495343096

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AV'  '32.00'] 1495343094 1495343095

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495343094 1495343094

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495343094 1495343096

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495343094 1495343095

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495343094 1495343094

Sensors Raw Sensor Data Corresponding to first 4 T(x)s W/ Average λ 13.25 T(x)s/Sec

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '18:25:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AV'  '468.00'] 1495343138 1495343138

['9/27/2016'  '17:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'CO2'  '401.20'] 1495343138 1495343138

['9/27/2016'  '17:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AT'  '70.00'] 1495343138 1495343138

['9/27/2016'  '17:50:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'CO2'  '368.22'] 1495343138 1495343138

['9/27/2016'  '19:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495343138 1495343138

['9/27/2016'  '16:25:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'CO2'  '401.20'] 1495343138 1495343138

['9/27/2016'  '16:45:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'RT'  '71.75'] 1495343138 1495343138

['9/27/2016'  '16:45:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'CO2'  '375.39'] 1495343138 1495343138

['9/27/2016'  '17:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AV'  '296.00'] 1495343138 1495343138

['9/27/2016'  '17:25:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AT'  '67.50'] 1495343138 1495343138

['9/27/2016'  '18:40:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495343138 1495343138

['9/27/2016'  '17:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'CO2'  '394.03'] 1495343138 1495343138

['9/27/2016'  '19:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1495343138 1495343138

['9/27/2016'  '19:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1495343138 1495343138

['9/27/2016'  '16:35:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '576.00'] 1495343138 1495343138

['9/27/2016'  '16:50:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AV'  '456.00'] 1495343138 1495343138

Sensors Raw Sensor Data Corresponding T(x)s 1276 through 1279 W/ Average λ 13.25 T(x)s/Sec
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Figure 7.22 Per Transaction Latency Plots for the Sensors Topology W/ Average λ 14 T(x)/Sec 
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Table 7.47 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to first 4 T(x)s for the Sensors Topology W/ 

Average λ 14 T(x)/Sec 

 

 

Table 7.48 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to T(x)s 1378-1381 for the Sensors Topology W/ 

Average λ 14 T(x)/Sec 

 

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495339930 1495339930

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1495339930 1495339930

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'CO2'  '362.49'] 1495339930 1495339930

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AV'  '16.00'] 1495339930 1495339930

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495339930 1495339930

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'CO2'  '396.90'] 1495339930 1495339930

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495339930 1495339930

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1495339930 1495339930

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AV'  '32.00'] 1495339930 1495339930

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495339930 1495339930

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'CO2'  '362.49'] 1495339930 1495339930

['9/27/2016'  '00:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'CO2'  '397.62'] 1495339930 1495339930

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495339930 1495339930

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495339930 1495339930

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AV'  '24.00'] 1495339930 1495339930

['9/27/2016'  '00:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'CO2'  '362.49'] 1495339930 1495339930

Sensors Raw Sensor Data Corresponding to first 4 T(x)s W/ Average λ 14 T(x)s/Sec

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '19:35:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'CO2'  '376.11'] 1495339966 1495339966

['9/27/2016'  '17:50:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AV'  '460.00'] 1495339966 1495339966

['9/27/2016'  '20:25:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'CO2'  '403.36'] 1495339966 1495339966

['9/27/2016'  '18:10:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'CO2'  '368.94'] 1495339966 1495339966

['9/27/2016'  '19:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '71.00'] 1495339966 1495339966

['9/27/2016'  '21:55:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'CO2'  '374.68'] 1495339966 1495339966

['9/27/2016'  '17:50:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AV'  '292.00'] 1495339966 1495339966

['9/27/2016'  '17:55:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '520.00'] 1495339966 1495339966

['9/27/2016'  '18:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'CO2'  '389.73'] 1495339966 1495339966

['9/27/2016'  '18:50:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1495339966 1495339966

['9/27/2016'  '17:55:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'CO2'  '396.90'] 1495339966 1495339966

['9/27/2016'  '17:45:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AT'  '68.50'] 1495339966 1495339966

['9/27/2016'  '18:30:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'RT'  '72.25'] 1495339966 1495339966

['9/27/2016'  '18:30:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '71.75'] 1495339966 1495339966

['9/27/2016'  '20:35:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '69.50'] 1495339966 1495339966

['9/27/2016'  '17:20:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495339966 1495339966

Sensors Raw Sensor Data Corresponding T(x)s 1378 through 1381 W/ Average λ 14 T(x)s/Sec
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Figure 7.23 Per Transaction Latency Plots for the Sensors Topology W/ Average λ 20.75 

T(x)/Sec 
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Table 7.49 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to first 4 T(x)s for the Sensors Topology W/ 

Average λ 20.75 T(x)/Sec 

 

 

Table 7.50 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to T(x)s 1582-1585 for the Sensors Topology W/ 

Average λ 20.75 T(x)/Sec 

 

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'CO2'  '362.49'] 1495350615 1495350615

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'CO2'  '401.92'] 1495350615 1495350615

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'CO2'  '370.38'] 1495350615 1495350615

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AV'  '12.00'] 1495350615 1495350615

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AT'  '72.50'] 1495350615 1495350617

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'RT'  '71.75'] 1495350615 1495350617

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495350615 1495350615

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495350615 1495350617

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AV'  '16.00'] 1495350615 1495350615

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1495350615 1495350615

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '73.25'] 1495350615 1495350617

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495350615 1495350617

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'CO2'  '399.77'] 1495350615 1495350617

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495350615 1495350615

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495350615 1495350617

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495350615 1495350617

Sensors Raw Sensor Data Corresponding to first 4 T(x)s W/ Average λ 20.75 T(x)s/Sec

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '22:20:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495350693 1495350693

['9/27/2016'  '21:15:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'RT'  '71.75'] 1495350693 1495350693

['9/27/2016'  '22:05:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'RT'  '71.75'] 1495350693 1495350693

['9/27/2016'  '22:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AV'  '464.00'] 1495350693 1495350693

['9/27/2016'  '22:15:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'CO2'  '397.62'] 1495350693 1495350693

['9/27/2016'  '22:20:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '69.00'] 1495350693 1495350693

['9/27/2016'  '22:20:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AV'  '400.00'] 1495350693 1495350693

['9/27/2016'  '22:30:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495350693 1495350693

['9/27/2016'  '22:25:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495350693 1495350693

['9/27/2016'  '22:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AV'  '292.00'] 1495350693 1495350693

['9/27/2016'  '22:15:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AT'  '70.00'] 1495350693 1495350693

['9/27/2016'  '22:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'CO2'  '374.68'] 1495350693 1495350693

['9/27/2016'  '22:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'CO2'  '369.66'] 1495350693 1495350693

['9/27/2016'  '20:45:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'CO2'  '394.75'] 1495350693 1495350693

['9/27/2016'  '22:10:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '452.00'] 1495350693 1495350693

['9/27/2016'  '21:45:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AV'  '440.00'] 1495350693 1495350693

Sensors Raw Sensor Data Corresponding T(x)s 1582 through 1585 W/ Average λ 20.75 T(x)s/Sec
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Figure 7.24 Per Transaction Latency Plots for the Sensors Topology W/ Average λ 30 T(x)/Sec 
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Table 7.51 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to first 4 T(x)s for the Sensors Topology W/ 

Average λ 30 T(x)/Sec 

 

 

Table 7.52 Raw Sensor Values corresponding to T(x)s 1105-1108 for the Sensors Topology W/ 

Average λ 30 T(x)/Sec 

 

 

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495346767 1495346768

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '0.00'] 1495346767 1495346768

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AT'  '72.50'] 1495346767 1495346768

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'CO2'  '389.73'] 1495346768 1495346768

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AV'  '12.00'] 1495346768 1495346768

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'CO2'  '362.49'] 1495346768 1495346768

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'RT'  '72.50'] 1495346768 1495346768

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '73.25'] 1495346768 1495346768

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495346768 1495346768

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AV'  '20.00'] 1495346768 1495346768

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495346768 1495346768

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495346768 1495346768

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'CO2'  '370.38'] 1495346768 1495346768

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AT'  '72.00'] 1495346768 1495346768

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'RT'  '71.75'] 1495346768 1495346768

['9/27/2016'  '00:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1495346768 1495346768

Sensors Raw Sensor Data Corresponding to first 4 T(x)s W/ Average λ 30 T(x)s/Sec

Date Time Building Floor Room Sensor Value Kafka Push Time Kafka Pull Time

['9/27/2016'  '15:05:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'RT'  '74.00'] 1495346812 1495346813

['9/27/2016'  '15:40:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'CO2'  '369.66'] 1495346812 1495346812

['9/27/2016'  '15:40:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'RT'  '71.25'] 1495346812 1495346812

['9/27/2016'  '15:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AV'  '460.00'] 1495346812 1495346813

['9/27/2016'  '15:25:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'CO2'  '466.45'] 1495346812 1495346812

['9/27/2016'  '15:25:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1495346812 1495346813

['9/27/2016'  '15:55:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AV'  '392.00'] 1495346812 1495346813

['9/27/2016'  '15:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'RT'  '72.00'] 1495346812 1495346813

['9/27/2016'  '15:40:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'RT'  '72.25'] 1495346812 1495346813

['9/27/2016'  '15:30:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1495346812 1495346813

['9/27/2016'  '15:00:00'  'CP'  '1'  '106'  'AT'  '69.50'] 1495346812 1495346813

['9/27/2016'  '15:35:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206H'  'CO2'  '401.20'] 1495346812 1495346813

['9/27/2016'  '15:30:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206C'  'AT'  '71.50'] 1495346813 1495346813

['9/27/2016'  '15:00:00'  'CP'  '2'  '206D'  'CO2'  '401.20'] 1495346813 1495346813

['9/27/2016'  '14:55:00'  'CP'  '1'  '108'  'AV'  '436.00'] 1495346813 1495346813

['9/27/2016'  '15:20:00'  'CP'  '1'  '103'  'AV'  '440.00'] 1495346813 1495346813

Sensors Raw Sensor Data Corresponding T(x)s 1105 through 1108 W/ Average λ 30 T(x)s/Sec
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7.2  Analytical Vs Empirical 
 

After empirically finding the response times for each of the topologies at the given arrival 

rates, we were able compare them against the analytical model.  We expected the empirical and 

analytical models to behave with similar trends.  However, after comparing the plots, discovered 

that there is an extra term of aggregation time that the analytical model does not account for in 

queueing theory.  As we recall, the response time of a job is the summation of the service time of 

a job and the wait time.  After running our experiment and from equations 6.8, 6.9, and 6.10, we 

were able to extract the time the sensor values were pushed to Kafka and pulled from Kafka and 

the time it took to aggregate the sensor values into transactions.  Since we are modeling our 

transactions at room level granularity for all topologies, the only time invariant in the service time 

is the time for aggregation.  After the sensor values have been aggregated into a transaction tuple, 

the time it takes to write the tuple to Ignite and to model the transaction are constant.  The following 

tables show analytical calculations and empirical measurements for each of the four topologies. 

Table 7.53 Analytical Model for Buildings Topology 

 

Type M/D/1 M/D/1 M/D/1 M/D/1 M/D/1 M/D/1

N 1 1 1 1 1 1

λ 4 11 15 22 31 201

μ 259.3697316 259.3697316 259.3697316 259.3697316 259.3697316 259.3697316

ρ 1.54% 4.24% 5.78% 8.48% 11.95% 77.50%

E[s] 0.0038555 0.0038555 0.0038555 0.0038555 0.0038555 0.0038555

ρ_num 0.9 10.05 20.1 30 40.2 50.1

E[w] 0.000030195 0.000085378 0.000118330 0.000178669 0.000261682 0.006638334

E[r] 0.003885695 0.003940878 0.003973830 0.004034169 0.004117182 0.010493834

Analytical Model for Buildings Topology
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Table 7.54 Empirical Results for Buildings Topology 

 

 

Table 7.55 Analytical Model for the Floors Topology 

 

 

  

Type M/D/1 M/D/1 M/D/1 M/D/1 M/D/1 M/D/1

N 1 1 1 1 1 1

λ 4 11 15 22 31 201

μ 172.5747637 271.2960627 125 250.3730559 411.825283 394.1503508

ρ 2.32% 4.05% 7.04% 8.79% 7.53% 51.00%

E[s] 0.00579459 0.00368601 0.004693308 0.00399404 0.002428214 0.002537103

ρ_num 2.317836 4.054611 7.039962 8.786888 7.52746402 50.99576839

E[w] 0.000068748 0.000077885 0.000177715 0.000192380 0.000098831 0.001320106

E[re] 0.011671000 0.008343740 0.009631684 0.008150631 0.004983565 0.005974579

Empirical Model for Buildings Topology

Type M/D/2 M/D/2 M/D/2 M/D/2 M/D/2 M/D/2

N 2 2 2 2 2 2

λ 1 7 11 11 32 259

μ 230.9735535 230.9735535 230.9735535 230.9735535 230.9735535 230.9735535

ρ 0.22% 1.52% 2.38% 2.38% 6.93% 56.07%

E[s] 0.0043295 0.0043295 0.0043295 0.0043295 0.0043295 0.0043295

ρ_num 0.45 5.03 10.05 15 20.1 25.05

E[w] 0.000004696 0.000033308 0.000052805 0.000052805 0.000161117 0.002762642

E[r] 0.004334196 0.004362808 0.004382305 0.004382305 0.004490617 0.007092142

Floors Topology Analytical
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Table 7.56  Empirical Results for Floors Topology 

 

 

Table 7.57 Analytical Model for the Rooms Topology 

  

 

Type M/D/2 M/D/2 M/D/2 M/D/2 M/D/2 M/D/2

N 2 2 2 2 2 2

λ 1 7 11 11 32 259

μ 136.4234146 234.7730373 248.7329463 211.4339237 290.3055752 456.0598284

ρ 0.37% 1.49% 2.21% 2.60% 5.51% 28.40%

E[s] 0.00733012 0.004259433 0.004020376 0.00472961 0.003444646 0.002192695

ρ_num 0.366506 1.490801516 2.211206871 2.6012855 5.511433939 28.39539726

E[w] 0.000013482 0.000032230 0.000045455 0.000063158 0.000100462 0.000434766

E[re] 0.014763200 0.008642151 0.008233331 0.009607050 0.007029906 0.005748877

Floors Topology Empirical

Type M/D/6 M/D/6 M/D/6 M/D/6 M/D/6 M/D/6

N 6 6 6 6 6 6

λ 3 6 10 12 25 262

μ 253.4276084 253.4276084 253.4276084 253.4276084 253.4276084 253.4276084

ρ 0.20% 0.39% 0.66% 0.79% 1.64% 17.23%

E[s] 0.0039459 0.0039459 0.0039459 0.0039459 0.0039459 0.0039459

ρ_num 0.15 1.68 3.35 5 6.7 8.35

E[w] 0.000003900 0.000007816 0.000013061 0.000015694 0.000032980 0.000410716

E[r] 0.003949800 0.003953716 0.003958961 0.003961594 0.003978880 0.004356616

Rooms Topology Analytical
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Table 7.58 Empirical Results for Rooms Topology 

 

 

Table 7.59 Analytical Model for Sensors Topology 

 

  

Type M/D/6 M/D/6 M/D/6 M/D/6 M/D/6 M/D/6

N 6 6 6 6 6 6

λ 3 6 10 12 25 262

μ 159.3097427 276.3049191 238.9612546 230.3039476 288.0305295 561.695811

ρ 0.31% 0.36% 0.70% 0.87% 1.45% 7.77%

E[s] 0.00627708 0.00361919 0.004184779 0.004342088 0.003471854 0.001780323

ρ_num 0.313854 0.361919 0.697463139 0.868417594 1.446605911 7.774077323

E[w] 0.000009881 0.000006573 0.000014696 0.000019019 0.000025481 0.000075035

E[re] 0.012654700 0.007382190 0.008531277 0.008844579 0.007113243 0.005060664

Rooms Topology Empirical

Type M/D/24 M/D/24 M/D/24 M/D/24 M/D/24 M/D/24

N 24 24 24 24 24 24

λ 2 12 15 16 18 258

μ 251.5343596 251.5343596 251.5343596 251.5343596 251.5343596 251.5343596

ρ 0.03% 0.20% 0.25% 0.27% 0.30% 4.27%

E[s] 0.0039756 0.0039756 0.0039756 0.0039756 0.0039756 0.0039756

ρ_num 0.04 0.42 0.84 1.25 1.68 2.09

E[w] 0.000000659 0.000003959 0.000004951 0.000005282 0.000005945 0.000088747

E[r] 0.003976259 0.003979559 0.003980551 0.003980882 0.003981545 0.004064347

Sensors Topology Analytical
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Table 7.60 Empirical Results for Sensors Topology 

 

For the empirical experiment, we were able to determine the service time, the waiting time, and 

the arrival rate from log parsing.  The response times and the arrival rates for both the empirical 

and analytical model were then plotted for each topology as seen in figures 7.25 and 7.26. 

From these tables, the analytical vs. empirical models shows one distinctive commonality 

amongst all four topologies.  In the analytical model, low utilization rates due to lower arrival rates 

yield low response times and high utilization rates due to higher arrival rates yield longer response 

times.   In an M/D/c queue, the ideal scenario assumes that all sensor values arrive in order and 

does not consider aggregation times.  So analytically, it takes more time overall to service more 

jobs that arrive in the system under a deterministic service rate.  This means that in the ideal 

situation, all values arrive in order so all four sensor values for a transaction are arriving in order 

causing no additional waiting time upon aggregation. However, because values arrive out of order, 

there is a level of entropy which the empirical model takes into account that the analytical model 

does not.  Recall that for a room level transaction to be complete, all four sensor values for that 

Type M/D/24 M/D/24 M/D/24 M/D/24 M/D/24 M/D/24

N 24 24 24 24 24 24

λ 2 12 15 16 18 258

μ 160.2353537 252.5971662 284.5759008 300.1380635 297.0887266 290.5192753

ρ 0.05% 0.20% 0.22% 0.22% 0.25% 3.70%

E[s] 0.00624082 0.003958873 0.003514001 0.0033318 0.003365998 0.003442112

ρ_num 0.052006833 0.19794363 0.219625063 0.22212 0.252449835 3.70027083

E[w] 0.000001624 0.000003926 0.000003867 0.000003709 0.000004259 0.000066131

E[re] 0.012530900 0.008021784 0.007089595 0.006760970 0.006789577 0.007045943

Sensors Topology Empirical
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room at that given timestamp but be present.  As a result, under larger arrival rates, there is a higher 

likelihood that all four sensor values will arrive in the same sensor value batch arriving in the 

system and that the aggregator has less time to wait create a transaction tuple to write to Ignite.  

Under lower utilization rates influenced by lower arrival rates, queueing is essentially being forced 

and there is a higher likelihood that the four sensor values needed to complete a transaction will 

not arrive in the same sensor value batch arriving in the system and that the aggregator has to wait 

significantly longer to create a transaction tuple to write to Ignite.  This can be seen in the high 

response times for low arrival rates from the per transaction latency plots shown in the previous 

subsection.   

Another observation is that when adding higher delays into the system, the arrival rates 

eventually converge to a certain arrival rate range.  From the figure, we can see how the arrival 

rates seem to cluster around the 0 to 50 range.    

Table 7.61 Complete Arrival Rates for all delays for Buildings Topology 

 

The table lists the complete set of arrival rates from the 11 different delays used in the 

building topology.  It can be seen that the difference in arrival rates occur from delay 0 to 0.05.  

Delay Lambda

0 201

0.05 31

0.1 22

0.15 15

0.2 11

0.25 17

0.3 18

0.33 5

0.4 8

0.5 12

1 4

Buildings Arrival Rates
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Delay 0.01 to 0.3 all cluster around the arrival rate range from 15 to 20.  Delay 0.33 to 1 all cluster 

around the arrival rate of 5 to 10.  This arrival rate range gaps based off of the delay used was 

common between all topologies.  This is expected because the utilization rate irrespective of 

topology is determined by the computing power of the hardware.  The results from the empirical 

model calculations show that under specific hardware constraints, the system dictates the same 

utilization rate for each topology and shows essentially the impact of performance across 

utilization rates and how they vary across topology under specific system generated arrival rates.   

The results from the analytical model seen in Figure 7.25 show the increase in utilization 

rate, influenced by the arrival rate results in an increase in response time.  In the case of the M/D/1 

buildings topology, the arrival rate causes 100% utilization at roughly 100 transactions per second.  

Graphically this shows how limited the buildings topology is in the amount of jobs that can be 

serviced.   

 

Figure 7.25 Analytical Comparison of λ Vs Response Time for 4 Topologies 
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In the case of the M/D/2 floors topology, more transactions are able to service before achieving 

100% throughput.  However, there is an exponentially high increase in response time after 

achieving 75% utilization at 334 transactions per second.   In the case of the M/D/6 rooms 

topology, the arrival rate of 700 jobs per second as shown, only reaches 30% utilization rate.  With 

the rooms topology, more jobs are able to be serviced in a much lower response time than either 

floors and buildings, at 0.004 seconds.  Lastly, in the case of the M/D/24 sensors topology, the 

arrival rate of 700 jobs per second only reaches 2.5% utilization rate, capable of servicing the same 

amount of jobs as the rooms topology in 0.0009 seconds.  Analytically, the following table shows 

the performance increase against the worst case scenario of buildings at 100% utilization. 

Table 7.62 Analytical Performance Measure Comparison for 4 Topologies 

 

From our experiment, we can visually see how lower utilization rates influenced by lower 

arrival rates negatively impact our performance.  In the first section of the graph, we can see how 

lower arrival rates force queueing on the system. Because we are dealing with room level 

transactions, lower arrival rates increase the chances of the aggregator having to wait on missing 

sensor values to arrive before being able to complete and write a transaction tuple. The second 

section shows the impact of queueing.  In our case, depending on the order that the real world 

New value Old value ((new-old)/old)*100 (new/old)*100

Floors Building 99.7004993 0.299500699

Room Floors 26.6257978 73.3742022

Room Buildings 99.78024375 0.219756249

Sensors Rooms 7.106554822 92.89344518

Sensors Floors 31.8401757 68.1598243

Sensors Buildings 99.79586085 0.20413915

Performance Increase for 100% utilization on builings topology (666 T(x)/Sec
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times arrive can either positively or negatively impact performance.  We expect sensor values to 

arrive out of order.   

 

Figure 7.26 Empirical Comparison of λ Vs Response Time for 4 Topologies 

However, if time stamp values are also arriving out of order, then the aggregator will still have to 

experience heavy wait times because it needs four sensor values for a room with the same real 

world time.  However, if the real world time values arrive in order, this positively impacts 

performance because how there is a higher chance that within a given sensor value arrival rate 

batch, all four sensor values for a room with the same real world time will arrive.  In the case of 

the buildings topology, we can see five inflection points during that arrival rate range.  The high 

points indicate runs that experienced a high degree of out of orderedness and the low points 

indicate runs that experienced a minimal degree of out of orderedness.  The third section of the 

graph shows how at some arrival rate, because we are aggregating at room level granularity, the 

response time will eventually converge, as the degree of out of orderedness begins to amortize to.  
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This indicates that at some point, the queue no longer will receive new sensor values and the degree 

of out of orderedness will no longer worsen to negatively impact the response time. 
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Chapter 8 Future Works 
 

The end goal for our research is to provide our Namatad system a fully interactive interface 

for different end users.  Our research will continue to extend our current work, as components will 

need to be added to ensure this end to end system is fully complete.  Since we have analytically 

modeled an M/D/C queue, which was validated against our empirical implementation, we have 

identified an additional aggregation term. which we defined in our results. Our future work will 

involve exploring the following methods to quantify the additional aggregation term:    

 Our assumption was that at no time during the experiment will any of our sensors fail.  We 

have ensured this by adding aggregation into our system, in which the model can only pull 

complete transaction tuples.  In some cases, the aggregator might have to wait longer 

because data arrives asynchronously.  In a true IoT deployment, sensors may fail and restart 

and for future work, we will use imputation as an alternative to aggregation, to handle these 

missing values. 

 Our experiment decomposed one M/M/n queueing architecture into 4 M/D/c pipelines to 

obtain measurable data for topology comparison.  For our experiment, we ran the buildings, 

floors, rooms, and sensor topologies on individual runs. Running multiple pipelines in 

parallel as a system, would no longer yield a deterministic service rate.  We will continue 

to extend our system by enabling the runs of multiple different pipelines in parallel to 

represent an M/M/n Model.  

 Because the only term of our service time that is not constant is the aggregation time, 

dependent on the degree of out of orderedness, we will represent our system as a queueing 

network.  By modeling our system as a queueing network, we can allow the write and 
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modeling times to remain constant, but isolate the aggregation time as its own Markovian 

queueing model. 

 Once we have determined the most efficient way to quantify the degree of out of 

orderedness that effects the aggregation time, we can distribute the different components 

of our system (sensor transmission, Kafka platform, Ignite platform, modeling platform, 

etc) onto different servers.  Most IoT systems are fully distributed and with a fully 

distributed Namatad system, we can now represent our Namatad system as a more practical 

M/M/n model.    

 We will introduce Stochastic Petri Nets as another component to our performance model 

to improve the modeling by being able to characterize the out of orderedness that appears 

during the aggregation and segregation phases. 
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Chapter 9 Conclusions 
 

In this paper, we have identified alternative streaming topologies for IoT platforms with 

the additions of the buildings, floors, and sensors topologies with our existing rooms topology.  As 

we move from general to more detailed topologies, in the case of buildings to sensors, and 

introduce more computational servers, we can effectively decrease the response time of jobs in the 

system.  We were successfully able to characterize the impact that topology has on response time.  

Our initial performance model, in the case of the Cherry Parkes Buildings, showed that the sensors 

topology performed the best out of the four topologies in terms of time spent during the consumer 

phase.  Since we were able to characterize the performance in one building that consisted of 60 

sensors, we then wanted to come up with a general model that could characterize all IoT driven 

systems under various utilization rates that were influenced by increasing the scalability of more 

sensors.  We moved to our M/D/c analytical model to show that the sensors topology shows the 

highest performance increase at 99% when compared to the worst case buildings topology and 

validated this empirically.   

There is still significant work we plan to pursue in this space as we integrate additional 

sensors into the buildings. We have identified that there is an additional aggregation term that plays 

a critical role in the time it takes to service a transaction.  There is work that has been done to 

identify random variables that account for delays in expected service times for systems.  As we 

continue to explore the impact of alternative streaming topologies on both the time to insight from 

our machine learning models as well as the ability to affect control systems, we will explore 

alternative methods for quantifying that extra aggregation term.   
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